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Abstract
Advisor: Professor Lia Krusin-Elbaum
Topological quantum matter is a unique and potentially transformative protectorate
against disorder-induced backscattering. The ultimate disorder limits to the topological
state, however, are still not known – understanding these limits is critical to potential ap-
plications in the fields of spintronics and information processing. In topological insulators
spin-orbit interaction and time-reversal-symmetry invariance guarantees – at least up to a
certain disorder strength – that charge transport through 2D gapless Dirac surface states is
robust against backscattering by non-magnetic disorder. Strong disorder may destroy topo-
logical protection and gap out Dirac surface states, although recent theories predict that
under severe electronic disorder a quantized topological conductance might yet reemerge.
Very strong electronic disorder, however, is not trivial to install and quantify, and topologi-
cal matter under such conditions thus far has not been experimentally tested.
This thesis addresses the behavior of three-dimensional (3D) topological insulator (TI)
films in a wide range of structural and electronic disorder. We establish strong positional
disorder in thin (20-50 nm) Sb2Te3 films, free of extrinsic magnetic dopants. Sb2Te3 is
a known 2nd generation topological insulator in the low-disorder crystalline state. It is
also a known phase-change material that undergoes insulator–to–metal transition with the
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concurrent orders of magnitude resistive drop, where a huge range of disorder could be
controllably explored. In this work we show that even in the absence of magnetic dopants,
disorder may induce spin correlations detrimental to the topological state.
Chapter 1 contains a brief introduction to the topological matter and describes the role
played by disorder. This is followed by theory considerations and a survey of prior experi-
mental work. Next we describe the motivation for our experiments and explain the choice
of the material.
Chapter 2 describes deposition techniques used for material growth, including the pa-
rameters significance and effects on the material properties. Chapter 3 describes structural
and electrical characterization techniques employed in the work.
In Chapter 4-5 we discuss the experimental results. Sb2Te3 films at extreme disorder,
where spin correlations dominate the transport of charge, are discussed in Chapter 4. We
employ transport measurements as our main tool to explore disorder-induced changes in the
Sb2Te3. In addition we directly detect disorder-induced spin response in thin Sb2Te3 films
free of extrinsic magnetic dopants; it onsets at a surprisingly high temperature (∼ 200 K) and
vanishes when disorder is reduced. Localized spins control the hopping (tunneling) transport
through spin memory induced by the nonequilibrium charge currents. The observed spin-
memory phenomenon emerges as negative magnetoresistance distinct from orbital quantum
interference effects.
The hopping mechanism and spin correlations dominate transport over an extensive dis-
order range. Spin correlations are eventually suppressed by the restoration of positional
order in the (bulk) crystalline state, implying a disorder threshold to the topological state.
As disorder is reduced the material undergoes structural and electronic transitions, which
are discussed in Chapter 5. We obtain a number of characteristic attributes that change
sharply at the structural and electronic transitions: localization length, dimensionality, and
the nature of conductance. Structural transition is clearly seen in the changes in lattice
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vibrations tracked by Raman spectroscopy, which we use here as a metric of disorder. The
significance of the disorder-induced localization transition is discussed. Next we investigate
the effects of structural and electronic disorder on the bulk and surfaces in the crystalline
state of Sb2Te3.
The nontrivial topology of this strongly spin-orbit coupled material comes from the band
inversion in the bulk. One of the key transport signatures of topological surfaces is weak
antilocalization (WAL) correction to conductivity; it is associated with the topological pi
Berry phase and should display a two-dimensional (2D) character. In our work, we establish
the disorder level at which 2D WAL appears. The conduction at this threshold is one
conduction quantum G0 – it corresponds to the topological quantum channel.
Finally, we summarize our key findings and discuss open questions and next steps toward
the understanding of disorder-induced correlations in the spin and charge channels that can
alter the emergent behaviors of the topological states.
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Introduction
1.1 Introduction to topological insulators
Recent theoretical [22, 23, 24] and experimental [2] discoveries of topological insulators (TIs)
nearly a decade ago brought a lot of attention of the condensed matter community to a new
kind of matter with inverted band structure.
It was shown theoretically [22] that in certain heavy elements compounds, the strong spin-
orbit coupling can open an energy gap in the bulk of the material, making bulk insulating,
while the inverted edge bands are conducting.
Topological insulators can be understood as narrow-band semiconductors with band in-
version generated by strong spin-orbit coupling [23]. A topological insulator, like a trivial
insulator, has a bulk energy gap separating the highest occupied electronic band from the
lowest empty band. The surface (or edge in two dimensions) of a topological insulator, how-
ever, necessarily has gapless electronic states, protected by time reversal symmetry. Like the
integer quantum Hall state, which has unique gapless chiral edge states [25], the surface (or
edge) states of a topological insulator are topologically protected and exhibit a conducting
state with properties that are unlike any other known 1D or 2D electronic systems.
1
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One has to be mindful about the distinction between TIs and trivial insulators. The
difference between them comes by introducing ”Z2 topologically invariant quantum number”.
It can take the value of either 0 or 1. It is a topological invariant, and cannot change its
value, as one varies parameters of the Hamiltonian, except at the point where the energy gap
vanishes between occupied and unoccupied states. The variation of the Z2 invariant at the
boundaries will lead to the topologically protected edge or surface states with the gapless
Dirac energy spectrum [26]. In tis new quantum state of matter, its the edge states that
attract all the attention due to their exotic nature and novelty. In 3D systems one needs
four Z2 topological invariants in order to distinquish the trivial from topological insulator.
For such systems the Z2 topological invariants can be calculated from the knowledge of the
parity of the occupied Bloch wave functions at the time-reversal invariant momenta points
in the Brillion zone of the bulk.
Next we give a brief introduction of topology and band theory that will lead us to the
phenomenology of topological matter.
1.1.1 Topology, band theory, Berry phase
Topology studies the geometric properties and spatial relations within ”smooth deformation”
of the shape, where change of shape or size of the geometrical figure is continuous. Two
different systems with a similar bulk property or genus are topologically equivalent [1, 27].
Fig. 1.1 shows sets of objects which are topological identical: a ball and a spoon with the
genus, g = 0; a doughnut and a tea cup with g = 1; double-hole doughnut and tea pot with
g = 2, where the genus counts the number of holes [28].
The point is that two objects stay topologically equivalent as long as we can smoothly
or adiabatically deform one into the other without introducing holes. Similarly, changes in
the Hamiltonian, which do not induce a band inversion anywhere in the bands, will not
change the value of Z2. Examples of deformations are: shears in the crystal; changes in the
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Figure 1.1: Topological classes, illustrated by the topologically equivalent ob-
jects with genus g = 0 (a), g = 1 (b) and g = 2 (c). They are topologically
distinct from each other since they cannot be smoothly deformed to another
class without creating a hole. Similarly, ordinary insulators and topological
insulators belong to different topological classes [1].
nuclear charges of constituent atoms while maintaining charge neutrality; or changes in the
strength of the spin-orbit coupling (SOC). The geometry of the surface is closely related to
its topology by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. For a closed surface in three-dimensional space
(Gaussian surface), the integral of the Gaussian curvature over such a closed surface is
equal to 2 times the Euler characteristic of that surface [29],
ξ =
1
2pi
∫
s
KdA (1.1)
The relationship between the Euler characteristic and genus is ξ = 2− 2g, both numbers
are integer. In the studies of topological insulators, a topological invariant [29], similar to
Euler characteristic and genus, is used. In order to understand the mechanism of topolog-
ical insulator through the band theory, its worth to start with the electronic properties of
the insulator. An energy gap exists in the electronic band structure of an insulator [30],
separating the fully occupied conductive bands from unoccupied excited states. By altering
the Hamiltonian slowly, the gapped band structures of insulators can be slowly deformed
into each other based on the principle of adiabatic continuity: physical system remains in
its instantaneous eigenstate if a given perturbation is acting on it slowly enough and if there
is a gap between the eigenvalue and the rest of the Hamiltonians spectrum [31]. Therefore,
there is a notion of topological equivalence. Two insulators are topologically equivalent if
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there exists an adiabatic path connecting the energy structures of the two, along which the
energy gap remains finite (non-zero). It follows that the process of an insulator changing to
another state topologically inequivalent to its original state is a phase transition, in which
the energy gap vanishes. Crystalline solids where independent electron approximation well
applies can be described by the band theory of solids [30]. Also to take into account transla-
tion symmetry, single particle states can be labeled by their crystal momentum k. According
to the Blochs theorem these states can be written:
|ψ(k)〉 = eik·r|u(k), (1.2)
where |u(k) is the eigenstate of the Bloch Hamiltonian H(k) = eik·kHe−ik·r. The Bloch
Hamiltonian H(k) defines the band structure. Lattice translation symmetry of the crystalline
solids dictates H(k + G) = H(k), where G is the reciprocal lattice. It follows that k is
defined in the periodic Brillouin zone, which has the topology of a torus T d in d dimensions.
Therefore, an insulators band structure is a mapping from Brillouin zone torus to the space
of Bloch Hamiltonians with an energy gap. Thus one can classify distinct wave function
phases by classifying topologically distinct Hamiltonians H(k). That where the Berry phase
term comes in play [32]. Because the Bloch states are invariant under the transformation
u(k)〉 → eiφ(k)|u(k), Berry phase can be introduced through the relationship
A = −i〈u(k)|∇k|u(k)〉, (1.3)
which resembles electromagnetic vector potential A, A→ A +∇kφ(k). Therefore Berry
phase is defined as γc =
∫
c
A · dk = ∫
s
Fd2k, where F = ∇A is Berry curvature. Berry
showed in his work that for a loop C the Berry phase associated with the ground state is
γc =
1
2
Ω (1.4)
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Figure 1.2: Spin locked surface current. Owing to the time-reversal symmetry,
there is no back scattering at the edges of the TIs. Then although the conduc-
tance in the bulk has vanished, there are two conducting channels at the edges
for the different spin polarizations, which are the so-called topological protected
surface states [2].
.
where Ω is the solid angle swept out by the unit vector ~d. In case of γ = 2pi, the Berry
phase is then pi. This special case is represented in topological insulators.
1.1.2 Experimental realization of the topological matter
First TIs were introduced to describe the quantum Hall effect. After the discovery of the
integer quantum Hall effect in 2D electron gases by von Klitzing in 1980 [33] the concepts
of the insulators were redefined. In the integer quantum Hall effect [34, 35], an energy gap
results from the quantization of the closed circular orbits of the electrons in a magnetic
field. The inside of a quantum Hall system is therefore robust like an insulator. But at
the boundary of the material with the vacuum different type of motion occurs, which allows
electrons to move in one direction- through the edge states.
In quantum Hall states the conducting edge states are a hallmark of the topological
structure. These edge states are unique and filter the charge flow in one direction only
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(Fig. 1.2). This makes them robust to back-scattering and scattering from impurities and
explains the observed precise quantization of the Hall resistance. Realization of quantum
Hall phases of matter is very delicate matter, considering the necessity of low temperatures,
strong magnetic fields, and perfect crystal quality. The search for a new material system
which shows the desired robust edge states, without any need for magnetic fields and with
the promise of functioning up to room temperature has yielded results in the past few years.
The original material system proposed to observe the quantum spin Hall effect was
graphene, but the weakness of the spin-orbit coupling in the material made the realiza-
tion impractical. As stated before, the perfect candidate would be the compounds of heavy
elements, carrying strong spin orbit coupling.
In 2006 Bernevig et al. predicted considering quantum well structures of Hg1−xCdxTe
[23]. This semiconductor has consideribly large strong spin-orbit interaction. They proposed
a semiconductor heterostructure consisting of a thin layer of HgTe, enclosed between layers
of CdTe. CdTe has a band structure similar to other semiconductors, but their theoretical
analysis shows that in a certain range of layer thickness this two-dimensional structure should
exhibit quantum spin Hall effect. The conduction-band-edge states have an s-like symmetry,
while the valence-band-edge states have a p-like symmetry. Thanks to the strong spin orbit
coupling, in HgTe, the p levels rise above the s levels, leading to an inverted band structure.
When the thickness of the HgTe layer is lower than 6.3 nm, the 2D electronic states bound
to the quantum well have the normal band order. For d < dc, however, the 2D p- and s-
bands invert – therefore the transition between the trivial insulator and the quantum spin
Hall insulator occurs. This can be understood simply in the approximation that the system
has inversion symmetry. In this case, since the s and p states have opposite parity the bands
will cross each other and change in the parity happens. The Z2 invariant changes as well.
Within a year of the theoretical proposal the devices were realized and transport ex-
periments were performed, manifesting the first signs of the predicted quantum spin Hall
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insulator [2, 36, 37, 38].
After the quantum well experiments the second generations of TIs were proposed – a
family of calchogenides containing heavy elements such as Bi, Sb, Te and Se. The A2B3
family of materials were first predicted to be topological insulators by Shou-Cheng Zhang
and Zhong Fus group [24] using first-principle calculations. The results showed existence of
the the spin-locked surface states and single Dirac cone. The spin of the surface state lies
in the surface plane and is always perpendicular to the momentum. The calculations were
followed by angle-resolved photo-emission spectroscopy (ARPES) experiments [39, 40, 41]
and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) [42], that are in a consistent agreement with the
theory.
Bi2Se3, Sb2Te3, Bi2Te3 are TI materials that have been mostly investigated experimen-
tally. These second generation 2D and 3D topological insulators are the main focus in our
group. A2B3 materials family share the same rhombohedral structure with space group
D3d5 (R3m) which can be equvivalently presented as a hexagonal structure. All of them are
layered materials which make it easy to exfoliate them breaking the Wan der Waals forces
between the planes. The crystal structure of Sb2Te3 is shown in Fig. 1.8. Each quintuple
layer consists of five atoms per unit cell with two equivalent Te atoms (Te1), two equivalent
Sb atoms, and a third Te atom (Te2). Atoms within a quintuple layer are coupled by a
strong chemical bond, whereas weak van der Waals forces hold quintuple layers together.
1.2 Disorder in a topological insulators
Disorder in condensed matter can range from purely structural to fundamental alterations
of electronic excitations of the solid. There has been an extensive debate about correlation
between electronic and atomistic configurations [43], while it is well established that spatially
fluctuating potentials tend to promote decoherence and localization of fermions, i.e. forma-
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tion of Anderson insulators [10] when interparticle interactions are weak [44]. The interplay
of interactions and disorder is often subtle and complex [3]; indeed, disorder typically boosts
interparticle correlations both in charge and in spin channels and that could either aid or
further suppress the motion of charge [43].
1.2.1 Structural and electronic disorder
Ordinary conductors, which have mixed propagation of spin up and down in both directions,
are not robust enough against Anderson localization, the formation of an insulating state as
a result of strong disorder [27, 28, 29]. By contrast, the quantum spin Hall edge states are
predicted to be immune to localization even for strong disorder [30]. In this thesis we will
be presenting the study of the strong disorder effects in the TIs.
Anderson localization
In a perfect crystal without defects and disorder, all atoms are identical and arranged pe-
riodically in space. This periodic arrangement constitutes perfect, long-range translation
order, which is distinctive for the crystalline structure. Therefore universal features in the
electronic structure of crystals emerges as a result of this perfect periodicity. Electronic
band structure and the momentum-energy distribution are the key features that define the
electrical properties of the material. Bloch theory [45, 46] describes the physics of the elec-
tron states in a perfect periodic lattice. This basic theory of crystals with non-interacting
particles [47, 48] can explain only a few observable properties of solids, also it provides the
conceptual foundations for most of solid-state physics, in the interaction with a kinetic theory
in which the electrons interact with one another and with imperfections of different types in
the lattice [49]. Disordered materials lack the periodicity of the crystals and no longer obeys
Bloch theory. The lack of translational symmetry will affect the the properties that depend
on it. However, there might still exist corresponding universal features in the electronic
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structure of disordered materials. The motion of an electron in a random potential due to
the disorder is now treated outside the framework of Blochs theory, and it was pioneered by
the publication of Anderson’s classic paper ”Absence of diffusion in certain random lattices”
in 1958 [50]. This is known as the Anderson localization problem, which describes the drop
in mobility of electronic system in a disordered lattice [50]. If the disorder is weak, the
electronic wavefunction will look like a plane wave on a short length scale and, of course,
with the long-scale distortion from the effects of scattering by the random potential. The
phase of the wavefunction starts deviating significantly from the plane wave at a certain dis-
tance, which is the mean free path. With a stronger disorder amplitude fluctuations at scales
considerably larger from atomic size of the system, start to appear. Therefore the localized
states are created, represented by eignenfunctions’ amplitudes decaying exponentially away
from a center. Here one expects states to become localized when the mean free path becomes
comparable to the wavelength. Naturally the evolution of the localization with increasing
disorder becomes the next question to ask: how the localized states evolve from extended
states as the disorder increases?
The origin of localization is interference between multiple scattering centers of the electron
by random defects in the potential, and therefore it modifies the eigenmodes from being ex-
tended (Bloch waves) to exponentially localized [51]. Thus, the material is transformed from
a conductor to an insulator. Strong localization has not been observed yet in atomic crystals,
regardless of its early discovery by Anderson in 1958, since localization occurs only if the
potential (the periodic lattice and the fluctuations superimposed on it) is time-independent.
However due to the thermally excited phonons and electronelectron interactions in atomic
crystals, important deviations from the Anderson model always occur. Anderson localization
can be described as a wave phenomenon stemming from interference, and therefore can be
employed in optics [52, 53]. The localization effects were indeed experimentally obtained
for both weak [54, 55, 56] and strong [57, 58, 59] localization, by studying the transmission
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properties of randomly distributed optical scatters.
Lifshitz disorder
The model of structural disorder was proposed by Lifshitz in 1965 [60], to exhibit the energy
spectrum of a metal with impurities.
In this model a random potential V (r) consists of equivalent randomly arranged wells
υ(r) with energy level E0 in each of them:
V (r) =
∑
Ri
υ(r −Ri). (1.5)
Disorder in this model is determined by the randomness of the set of vectors Ri.
In Anderson model, that originates from the physics of semiconductors, where the ener-
gies of the impurity centers are always different, whereas the model of structural disorder
originates from the physics of metals, where, because of pronounced screening, the energies
of all the centers are considered to be equal. All the electrons are assumed to be delocalized
and the potential V (r) is treated as a source of scattering [3].
Let the concentration n be low so that the attenuation length is much less than the
average distance between the centers, aBn
1/3  1.
In Fig. 1.3 the resonance pairs are shown by dotted ellipses, with distance between the
wells in a pair being r12, and r12 < r23 . The level E0 splits into two since the wells are
resonant due to the overlap of the wave-function tails:
E = E0 ± ε1,2, (1.6)
ε1,2 = J0
exp(−r1,2/aB)
r12n1/3
. (1.7)
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Figure 1.3: Random impurity distribution. Pairs of nearest neighbors are
shown by dotted ellipses. The centers indicated by the number 3 are adjacent
to the pairs, whose wells are indicated by 1 and 2. These centers form triads.
Groups with larger number of centers are also possible [3].
In configurations formed by three and more wells, there always exists at least one resonant
pair with the minimum distance between the wells and the maximum shift of the levels. The
characteristic width ∆ of the resulting function of the density of states is determined by the
resonant pairs of wells, with the average distance between the wells being n1/3, so that
∆ ≈ J0 exp(n
−1/3)
aB
. (1.8)
The tail of the density-of-states function at ε  ∆ is formed due to the anomalously
close pairs of wells with r12  n1/3, whereas the states at low ε, for which ε ∆, are formed
due to nonresonant and lone wells.
The parameter aBn
1/3 controls both the level transformation into a band and the met-
alinsulator transition. As is seen from Eq. 1.5, the model of structural disorder has no
independent parameter equivalent to the bandwidth W in the Anderson model.
Both models, Anderson and Lifshitz, are not easily distinquished in transport measure-
ments. Combined together, they describe a model of structural and electronic disorder which
can produce an insulator-metal transition; it comprises Anderson disorder landscape riding
on the slowly spatially varying potential [3] (see Fig. 4.13 b).
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Anderson topological insulator
One of the theoretical studies, exploring strong disorder in the materials with strong spin-
orbit coupling, was conducted by Li, Chu, Jain, and Shen [4, 61]. It was found that a
new topological phase can be formed when strong electronic disorder is introduced into a
trivial insulator material. This new phase, called topological Anderson insulator (TAI), has
been theoretically predicted in both two and three dimensions. In computer simulations
of HgTe quantum well, the authors discovered in the phase diagram a transition from an
ordinary insulating state (exponentially small conductance) to a state with the quantized
conductance of G0 = 2e
2/h (Fig.1.4). The findings of [4] were confirmed by independent
simulations [62]. Similar to the topological phases in the pristine systems, the TAI phase
has a disorder-induced insulating bulk and topologically protected gapless state on the edge,
similar to the topological insulator states. However the edge states cannot be distinguished
in the band structure of the disordered systems due to the fact that the localized states may
also exist in the gap. Thus the transport calculations are used to study the extended edge
states which contribute a quantized conductance G0.
The calculated behavior conforms to the qualitative expectation for different Fermi level.
For Fermi level in the lower band, an ordinary Anderson insulator results when the clean-limit
metal is disordered (green line in Fig. 1.4 b.) The conductance in this case decays to zero at
higher disorder strength- around 100 meV, and much larger than the clean-limit bulk band
gap Eg = 20 meV. The topological insulator (red line in Fig. 1.4 b) is robust, and requires
a strong disorder before it eventually yields to a localized state. This is expected as a result
of the absence of backscattering in a topological insulator when time reversal symmetry is
preserved. The most surprising aspect revealed by their calculations is the appearance of
anomalous conductance plateaus at large disorder for situations when the clean-limit system
is a metal without preexisting edge states.
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Figure 1.4: Conductance of disordered HgTe-CdTe quantum wells. (a) Phase
diagram showing the conductance G as a function of both disorder strength W
and Fermi energy Ef . (b) Conductance G as a function of disorder strength
W at three values of Fermi energy. The error bars show standard deviation of
the conductance for 1000 samples [4].
1.2.2 Disorder in topological materials
Most topological materials contain a natural population of charged defects (i.e. vacancies
and antisites [63]), but such defects usually do not cause a destruction of the topological
Dirac states [64]; they can be compensated [5] in the bulk to allow access to 2D quantum
transport. In case of weak disorder the topological insulator states are preserved, as long
as the time reversal symmetry is not broken. Disorder in the bulk may localize carriers
in bulk but leave Dirac surfaces metallic. Strong disorder can effect the stability of the
topological insulator, alter the surface states or even modify the entire band structure, cause
band bending or topological inversion in the bulk.
Most of the topological insulators are known to carry various amounts of disorder:
-Native defects (vacancies, antisites).
-Non magnetic dopants. By cotrollable doping chemical potential can be tuned.
-Magnetic dopants. Can break the time reversal symmetry and gap Dirac states.
In order to implement disorder various techniques can be employed. These include chem-
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ical doping [6], high energy particle iradiation [5], positional disorder through the lattice
distortion. The number of experiments have been performed to explore different types of
disorder in topological matter. Our group has recently demonstrated the results of electron
irradiation [5] with 2.5 MeV energy of topological insulator crystals, such as Bi2Te3 and
Bi2Se3, that allows compensating bulk carriers using electron beam. Such tetradymites have
a natural presence of vacancies and antisites on both sublattices [63, 65]. The idea consists in
compensating these defects by bringing the Fermi level back into the bulk gap and reaching
the charge neutrality point (CNP) (Fig. 1.5 a). Under exposure to electrons, the vacancy-
interstitial point defects [66] such as Frenkel pairs are formed. The process of Frenkel pair
formation is straightforward and can be well controlled. The charge is primarily delivered
by introduced vacancies, since at room temperature interstitials do not contribute owing to
their much lower (compared with vacancies) migration barriers. Controlling the beam flux,
we tune bulk conductivity from p- (hole-like) to n-type (electron-like), crossing the Dirac
point and back, while preserving the Dirac energy dispersion. The CNP conductance has
a two-dimensional character on the order of ten conductance quanta and reveals, both in
Bi2Te3 and Bi2Se3, the presence of only two quantum channels corresponding to two topo-
logical surfaces. The stability of net carrier density depends on the terminal irradiation dose:
for low terminal electron doses (Φ < 0.1 C cm−2), the resistivity is not stable as it evolves
from the n-region after irradiation through CNP back into the p-region in room tempera-
ture. Samples, irradiated with higher terminal electron irradiation dose (Φ = 1 C cm−2) are
more stable. Reverse conversion process can be controlled by the annealing protocol, after
which the material returns back to it’s original state. As the system evolves across CNP,
a weak antilocalization quantum interference correction [67] to classical magnetoresistance
(MR) emerges (Fig. 1.5 b) in the nonequilibrated conversion region with a complex MR
structure and nonlinear Hall resistivity.
Experiments conducted by Liu and his group [6] report the effects of magnetic dopants on
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Figure 1.5: (a) Resistivity of p-type Bi2Te3 irradiated with 2.5 MeV electrons
versus dose Φ (red squares), measured in-situ at 20 K shows about three orders
of magnitude increase at the charge neutrality point (CNP) where the conduc-
tion is converted from p- to n-type, moving the Fermi level across the Dirac
point. Cycling to room temperature reverses the process, which can be recov-
ered by further irradiation (blue circles) and stabilized. (b) Annealing protocol
with time steps 30 min implemented to tune Bi2Te3 crystal with dose 1 C cm
−2
back to stable CNP. Inset: magnetoresistance at 1.9 K after each annealing
step, with colors matched to indicate different annealing temperatures [5].
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the transport properties of Bi2Se3 topological insulator ultrathin films grown by molecular
beam epitaxy. With increasing Cr content, the low temperature magnetoconductivity was
found to undergo a systematic crossover from WAL to weak localization (WL). In the high
Cr regime where WL dominates at the ground state, WAL reenters as temperature rises but
can be driven back to WL by strong magnetic field. By combining the transport and ARPES
results, it was proposed that the transformation of Bi2Se3 from a TI to a topologically trivial
dilute magnetic semiconductor (DMS) driven by magnetic impurities took place. Fig. 1.6
a shows the sheet resistance (Rxx) vs temperature (T) for a pure Bi2Se3 and four Cr doped
topological insulator films with x = 0.04, 0.07, 0.13, and 0.23. All the Rxx (T ) curves show
metallic behavior (positive slope) at high T and insulating behavior (divergent increase)
at low T . The insulating tendency is enhanced progressively by Cr doping, indicating the
suppression of electrical conductivity by magnetic impurities.
The magnetotransport behavior exhibits a systematic crossover between WAL and WL
with the change of magnetic impurity concentration (Fig. 1.6 b), temperature and magnetic
field. The localization property were found to be closely related to the magnetization of the
sample, and the complex crossover is due to the transformation of Bi2Se3 from a topolog-
ical insulator to a topologically trivial dilute magnetic semiconductor driven by magnetic
impurities. This work demonstrates an effective way to manipulate the quantum transport
properties of the topological insulators by breaking time-reversal symmetry.
1.2.3 Motivation
In topological insulators surface states are expected to be protected by the time reversal
symmetry against non-magnetic disorder. Magnetic impurities and quantum confinement
can break time-reversal symmetry and gap out the Dirac states. In our experiments we
explore limits to topological protection under a nominally non-magnetic disorder and search
for the disorder thresholds assosiated with the destruction of the topological surface states.
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Figure 1.6: (a) Longitudinal resistance as a function of temperature T of the
five Bi2Se3 films with different Cr concentration (x). The metallic behavior
at high T but becomes insulating at low T . (b) Magnetoconductance for five
Bi2Se3 films with different Cr concentration showing the crossover from WAL
to WL [6].
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1.2.4 Materials choice
Our experiments probe the behavior of the topological insulator over a wide range of disorder:
from strong (in the amorphous state) to low (in the crystalline state). We test topological
characteristics as a function of disorder, search for a possible threshold to topological state
and search for the predicted new topological phases at strong disorder, the so-called topo-
logical Anderson insulator states.
The experiments were performed on strongly disordered Sb2Te3, where in the thin (∼
20−50 nm) film limit the extreme positional disorder is possible to obtain. The as-deposited
films were amorphous, owing to the relatively slow diffusion of Sb well below melting tem-
perature of Sb (T Sbm ∼ 631◦C). Films of Sb2Te3 with thicknesses ranging from 20 to 100 nm
were deposited by sputtering. The rhombohedral crystal structure of Sb2Te3 was recovered
after annealing at temperatures above the crystallization point. We introduce the suitable
metrics of disorder based on the annealing temperature and analysis of the Raman spectrum.
It should be noted that Bi-based topological materials (Bi2Te3 and Bi2Se3) under similar de-
position conditions do not form amorphous state (TBim ∼ 270◦C). Because Sb2Te3 is also a
known phase-change material [68] that undergoes amorphous-to-crystalline transformation
with the concurrent orders of magnitude resistive drop, a huge range of disorder could be
controllably explored.
Phase-change materials have been explored for the decades and occupy a extensive ter-
ritory in the semiconductor industry. They have been intensively utilized in technology for
the past few decades in phase change memory (PCM) devices. PCM was proposed by S.
Ovshinsky in the 1960s [69], which had been developed rapidly over the last 40 years. The
concept of phase change materials relies on the transition of the electrical resistance between
the amorphous and crystalline states by Joule heating (annealing), the amorphous state
represents the high resistance state (RESET state), and the crystalline state represents low
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resistance state (SET state). Besides a huge resistivity swing, they are also distinguished
by a pronounced change in the optical contrast as they undergo structural transformation
between crystalline and amorphous states with a huge longitudinal resistivity swing [70, 71]
(Fig. 1.7 c). This transformation can be nanoseconds fast and is reversible, therefore PCMs
can be used in the rewritable optical storage [72], as well as in high-density nonvolatile
memory cells.
The speed and the ability to retain information over many interconversion cycles strongly
depends on the PCM composition and structure. This transformation can be nanoseconds
fast [73] and is reversible, which renders PCMs useful in optical storage and high-density
nonvolatile memory applications.
PCM such as Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST) is currently used in electronics due to its high-speed phase
transformation and excellent performance. Sb2Te3 belongs to the family of the GST and lies
in the pseudo-binary line in the phase change diagram (Fig. 1.7 b). It has been previously
noted that crystallization and metal-insulator transitions in several Ge-containing PCMs
in the GeSbTe family are not necessarily concurrent [74]. It was, however, demonstrated
[7] that in a binary PCM system the structural phase-change transformation is electronic in
origin. Correlations between conductivity, total system energy, and local atomic coordination
showed that the structural reorganization into amorphous state is driven by the opening of
an energy gap in the electronic density of states.
In the low-disorder state Sb2Te3 is a known 2nd generation topological insulator [24],
belonging to the A2B3 family, extensively studied for nearly a decade now for their topological
insulator properties in the crystalline state. With the ideally insulating bulk, the material
features conductive surface Dirac states. The ARPES of the single crystal Sb2Te3 is shown
in Fig. 1.8 d [8]. The topological surface states with helical spin texture of the massless
Dirac fermions were indeed observed in this material. The A2B3 materials family shares
the same rhombohedral structure with space group D3d5 (R3m) which can be equvivalently
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Figure 1.7: (a) Schematic band structure of Sb2Te3. (b) Ternary Ge-Sb-Te
phase diagram showing the ‘pseudobinary’ line (purple circles) of PCM mate-
rials from GeTe to Sb2Te3, which in the crystalline state is a topological insula-
tor. (c) Heat, transport and optical transformations in the PCM throught the
crystallization. All PCMs undergo structural transformation between amor-
phous and crystalline states, which is concurrent with huge (about two orders
of magnitude) longitudinal resistivity Rxx swing; in the PCM literature this is
often referred to as an ‘insulator-to-metal’ transition [7].
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Figure 1.8: Lattice structure of Sb2Te3. Rhombohedral (a) and hexagonal (b)
representation of the lattice cell stacking with quintuple layers, outlined in red.
(c) The three-dimensional Brillouin zone for the rhombohedral unit cell and
the two-dimensional Brillouin zone of the projected (111) surface. (d) ARPES
intensity map of the gapless surface state bands of Sb2Te3, taken using He (E
= 21.22 eV) photons [8]
.
presented as a hexagonal structure. All of them are layered materials which make them easy
to exfoliate by breaking the Wan-der-Waals forces between the planes. The crystal structure
of Sb2Te3 is shown in Fig. 1.8 a. Each quintuple layer consists of five atoms per unit cell with
two equivalent Te atoms (Te1), two equivalent Sb atoms, and a third Te atom (Te2). Atoms
within a quintuple layer are coupled by a strong chemical bond, whereas weak van der Waals
forces hold quintuple layers together. As grown Sb2Te3 already contain a natural defects,
such as vacancies and antisites, but such defects alone do not seem to cause a destruction of
the topological Dirac states [64].
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1.3 Characterization of disorder in Sb2Te3 thin films
To identify surface states of topological material, several techniques have been most effec-
tively used:
1. Spin-polarized angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (spin-ARPES): A direct
mesurement of the local density of states of the surface, mentioned earlier. Its one of the most
straighforward confirmations of the presence of helical surface states and the identification of
topological insulators. ARPES can measure the momentum vector of photo-excited electrons
and therefore map out the local density of states in momentum space, which provides a unique
opportunity to verify the Dirac dispersion relation of surface states.
2. Scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy (STM): It maps out the local density
of states in real space instead of in momentum space. The technique uses a sharp nano-scale
tip that can deliver current to a system on atomic resolution through quantum tunneling. By
having a transport feedback as a function of chemical potential over the surface of the sample
one can obtain the local density of surface states in TI. Furthermore, STM can characterize
scattering channels near impurities from the Fourier transformation of the local density of
surface states in real space.
3. Transport measurements: An indirect method for testing the topological nature of the
material. There are several hallmarks of the topological matter that can be observed in the
transport measurements : Quantum oscillations (Shubnikov-de-Haas) at low temperatures,
which can reveal the Berry phase after some calculation, and weak anti-localization effect
(WAL).
a) Shubnikov-de-Haas (SdH) oscillations measurement: by applying a strong magnetic
field to the topological system, the oscillation of resistance with varying magnetic field are
observed. This behavior is due to the Landau quantization of electron energy levels under
magnetic field. From the semiclassical point of view, free electrons in the system undergo
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a circular orbital motion and behave like simple harmonic oscillators. Their energy levels
are quantized by cyclotron frequency, and they form highly degenerate energy bands at
En = (n + 1/2)~wc. With the increase of the magnetic field, the greater number of states
occupy a single Landau level, while at the same time the spacing between Landau levels
becomes larger. The conductance shows an oscillatory behavior as each Landau level passes
through the Fermi level. Once all electrons are degenerated in the lowest Landau level,
the oscillations stop. This is why the area of the Fermi surface S is directly related to the
oscillation of conductance. This is the famous Onsager’s relation: ∆(1/B) = 2pie/~cS.
In our earlier work [5] we performed the transport measurements on the irradiated Bi2Te3
crystals. The dependence of the oscillations on the angle of the magnetic field with the sur-
face, as well as the Berry phase determined from the Landau level indicate that the observed
oscillations arise from surface carriers with a characteristic Dirac dispersion(Fig.1.9). The
Landau level index can be plotted as a function of the field minima in the SdH oscillations
and yields an estimate of Berry phase of the φb = 2piβ with β = 1/2, which is a direct
evidence of the topological nature.
b) Longitudinal and Hall (transverse) conductance measurement: The magnetotransport
effects (such as WAL) described below may be essential in identifying materials in the TI
phase when angle-resolved photoemission can not be employed.
According to the theory, Berry phase associated with the helical surface states should
result in quantum interference correction in the magnetoresistance at low field, weak antilo-
calization. It is often considered as a metric of topological protection on its own, its not
only useful but also convenient characterization of the topological state. Detailed knowledge
of the quantum correction may provide an alternative technique for identifying topological
surface states. In our work we track closely the behavior of the WAL in thin film Sb2Te3
as a function of disorder, since this is a well defined TI characteristic that can be detected
through the transport measurements. We note that WAL can also be present in topologically
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Figure 1.9: SdH oscillations of the magnetoresistance Rxx (B) of Bi2Te3 crystal
vs inverse magnetic field. The field is perpendicular to the crystal surface. The
Landau level index can be plotted as a function of the field minima in the SdH
oscillations and yields an estimate of Berry phase of the φb = 2piβ with β = 1/2.
The corresponding size of Fermi surfaces obtained from SdH is cartooned as
a circle [5].
.
trivial systems with strong spin-orbit coupling. However a 2D WAL character with quantum
conductance is unique to the TIs.
The magnetoconductance measurements on the Bi2Te3 at CNP [5] performed by our
group, illustrate such WAL cusp (Fig. 5.12). At low temperatures, a well-defined weak
antilocalization cusp is clearly seen in the low field region that transforms into a linear mag-
netoresistance line at higher fields. The observed WAL is a result of destructive interference
of electron paths due to pi Berry’s phase in topological insulators.
Through the transport measurements we track the key feature of the topological matter
– WAL cusp in magnetoconductance, as the function of disorder. We also reveal surpris-
ing results showing the electronic localization and test the charge transport through Dirac
gapless surface states with spinless disorder. More surprisingly, we observed spin-memory
phenomenon that emerges as isotropic negative magnetoresistance distinct from orbital quan-
tum interference. Spin correlations are later suppressed by the restoration of positional order
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Figure 1.10: WAL low-field quantum interference correction to classical MR
background at CNP in a Bi2Te3 crystal at 1.9 K with its characteristic low-field
’cusp’, that transforms into a linear magnetoresistance line for higher fields.
Red dots represent the experimental data, while blue solid line is a fit to the
simplified HLN formula [5].
.
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(in the crystalline disordered state), implying a disorder threshold to the topological state.
Chapter 2
Materials preparation
2.1 Film deposition by sputtering
The most common forms of the topological materials that the researchers are looking at are
single crystals, thin films, nanowires and nanotubes. In our group we work with all types of
them, but the results presented in the thesis were obtained on polycrystalline films.
Many techniques can be used for the TIs film deposition, but the most widely practiced
are the molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) and sputtering. MBE is a finely controlled method
for growing single-crystal epitaxial films in high vacuum (10−11 torr). It is more time con-
suming and the cost of the film production is higher that sputtering. Sputtering on the other
hand is fast and economical way of the film deposition, but it comes with a price of the film
quality. Sputtering is the ejection of surface atoms from an electrode surface by momentum
transfer from bombarding ions to surface atoms. This technique is alternatively used for
etching (surface cleaning and for pattern delineation).
When an ion with sufficient energy (more than about 30 eV) hits a surface, a small
fraction of the energy and momentum of the incoming ion will be reversed through lattice
collisions and may cause ejection of surface atoms, i.e. sputtering. The sputtered atoms leave
27
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the target surface with relatively high energies (∼10 eV) compared to evaporation (∼0.1 eV).
The average number of the atoms ejected from the surface of the target per incident ion is
called the sputtering yield (Behrisch 1983). The ion source is usually a plasma (i.e., an
electrically neutral mixture of positive ions and electrons) generated by electron impact in
noble gas (like Ar, O) at subatmospheric pressures (few Pa). The ions are delivered to the
target by acceleration in an electric field obtained by applying a negative potential with
respect to the plasma potential to an electrode immersed in that plasma. The sputtered
atoms can be condensed on a substrate to form a thin film. The sputtering yield S depends
on many factors, such as the mass and the energy of the incident particles; the mass and the
binding energy of the sputtered atoms; the crystallinity of the target, etc [75].
Magnetron sputtering
Magnetron sputtering uses magnetic fields transverse to the electric fields at sputtering-target
surfaces. Sputtering with a transverse magnetic field produces several important modifica-
tions of the basic processes comparing to the conventional sputtering. Target-generated
secondary electrons do not bombard substrates because they are trapped in cycloidal trajec-
tories near the target, therefore do not contribute to increased substrate temperature and
radiation damage. In addition, this class of sputtering sources yields higher deposition rates
than conventional sources and thus considered more economic, and finds large-area industrial
applications.
DC sputtering
Depending on the nature of the material deposited, the direct current (DC) or alternating
current (AC) power supply can be used. For DC sputtering the targets must be conductive
to sustain the glow discharge. Due to a high sputtering rate and good film performances,
dc-magnetron sputtering is used widely.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of a DC sputtering system
The system is designed with a pair of parallel conductive electrodes. A cathode or target
is connected to a negative DC power supply; facing the cathode is the anode or substrate,
which is usually grounded. The medium inside the deposition chamber is brought to high
vacuum. A DC field is applied across the two electrodes, and a glow discharge is maintained
by introducing an inert gas, such as argon. With the created plasma, argon ions accelerate
to the target, striking the metal atoms. As a result the ions from the target are ejected and
the secondary electrons sustain the plasma.
The arrangement of the dc sputtering system is shown in Fig. 2.1. The material to be
sputtered (target) is connected to the cathode and a high negative voltage V(dc) is applied
to it. The wafers on which the film is to be deposited is placed on an electrically floating
substrate holder (anode) on the top. An inert gas (we use Argon) is introduced into the
chamber and is held in a constant pressure (∼ 4 mtorr). The action of the electric field is
to accelerate electrons which in turn collide with argon atoms, breaking some of them up
into argon ions and more electrons to produce the glow discharge, as described earlier. The
charged particles therefore are accelerated by the field, the electrons tending towards the
anode and the ions towards the cathode, so that a current flows. When the ions strike the
cathode, they sputter some of the target atoms off. The secondary electrons from the target
can be ejected from the target as well and they maintain the electron supply and sustaining
the plasma.
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2.2 Sputtering setup
For this research work, part of the films were grown at IBM T. J. Watson Research Center,
Yorktown Heights, New York, and part using AJA International Orion 8 RF Sputter in
CUNY Advanced Science Reasearch Center (ASRC), New York.
Both machines operates in high vacuum environment with turbo-pumped vacuum load
lock. Substrate heaters are available to reach up to 850C but cannot go lower than room
temperature. This condition imposed a lot of restrictions to our material quality. Low
temperature and films thickness are essential in amorphous films growth.
Most of the attention in this chapter will be spent on the AJA Orion Sputtering System
at ASRC. It is a load-locked sputtering system (Fig. 2.2) capable of depositing metal and
dielectric films over a substrate up to 4 inches in diameter. It is equipped with seven AJA high
vacuum magnetron sputtering sources that are powered by two RF generators (300 W) and
three DC generators (750 W) for single or multi-layer deposition or co-sputtering. Computer
control provides recipe generation and process data storage. The max substrate is 4 with
rotation 0-40 RPM and RF/DC biasing with 100 W RF generator for substrate precleaning.
Ar, O2, N2, and H2/N2 gasses are can be used for reactive sputter deposition. This unit
features a turbo-pumped vacuum load lock with 6 position cassette. The Orion system
utilizes motorized, rotating substrate holders, allowing the co-deposition of alloy films and
facilitate the deposition of pristine, ultra-thin film multilayers since the substrate is always
”in the plasma”. It also features reactive gas injection rings, RF/DC bias capability, in-situ
manual or motorized Z motion (for working distance adjustment and load-lock transfer).
The sputtering efficiecy with RF source is typically twice lower that with DC.
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Figure 2.2: AJA International Orion 8 RF Sputter in CUNY Advanced Sci-
ence Reasearch Center (ASRC), New York
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2.3 Sb2Te3 deposition
Thin films of Sb2Te3 were sputtered from a nominally stoichiometric target using various
power, pressure and duration time. SiO2 (285 nm)/Si and Si3N4 (100 nm)/Si wafers were
used as substrates. As-sputter-deposited films are amorphous metastable solid solutions,
owing to the relatively slow diffusion of Sb well below melting temperature of Sb (T Sbm ∼
631◦C). The rhombohedral crystal structure of Sb2Te3 was recovered after annealing at
temperatures above the crystallization point. It should be noted that Bi-based topological
materials (Bi2Te3 and Bi2Se3) a similar thicknesses and under similar deposition conditions
do not form amorphous state (TBim ∼ 270◦C).
A lot of factors contribute to the quality of the deposited film. It is hard to achieve the
desired properties in the material without optimal set of the deposition parameters. Tuning
them requires a series of experiments and sometimes can be very time consuming.
There are several factors that contribute to the quality of the deposited film:
1. Substrate temperature.
It is clear that the mobility of adatoms and clusters, which is in proportion to their
energy, on the substrate will be increased with increasing the substrate temperature. Hence,
the substrate temperature influences the microstructure and the crystal orientation of the
Sb2Te3 films. The crystallinity of the film improves with the higher deposition temperature.
Therefore it makes it very hard to archieve amorphous films in room temperature deposition.
Eventhough we did not apply heating while depositing films, it was still a challenge to
archieve an amorphous phase.
2. Target-substrate distance.
During sputtering, the ejected target atom or molecule undergoes collisions with the
ambient gas molecules and loses part of its energy on its way to the substrate. Eventually
the energy of the sputtered atoms or molecules drops downto the thermal energy of the
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gas kT after a finite number of collisions at a distance h from the target. They are called
thermalized particles. One can calculate the number of collisions n required to thermalize a
sputtered molecule or atom, which relates to the thermalization distance h:
h = nλ, (2.1)
where λ is the mean free path, given by an empirical formula λp = 6.310−3 mbar cm, where
p is the pressure. Thus the thermalization distance h is proportional to the sputter pressure.
The model has been proposed by Nyaiesh in 1986 where a virtual source of the sputtered
atoms is formed at this distance h. Therefore 2 regions are defined in the sputtering space:
- thermalization region (from the target to the virtual source);
- diffusion region (from the virtual source to the substrate).
This model can be used to explain the effect of the target-substrate distance on the
deposition outcome, rate in particular. The kinetic energy of the sputtered particles in
thermalization region is large, therefore it weakly effects the deposition rate if the substrate
is moved within this region. However, if the substrate is substantially moved closer to the
target and the target enters the diffusion region, the deposition rate decreases with increasing
target-to-substrate (T-S) distance. The reason is that the driving force of the transport here
is the diffusion, caused by the material concentration gradient. Furthermore the decrease
of the deposition rate with increasing T-S distance is attributed to the angular emission
from the target. It manifests in a cosine-like angular distribution from the target, so as the
substrate moves further away from the target, the deposition rate is decreased due to the
bounced from the chamber walls atoms. It is expected that the physical properties and the
microstructure of the material will be different if the substrate is placed in thermalization
region vs. diffusion region.
In our work we tried few different positions of the substrate by varying the distance
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between the substrate and the target. 3 positions were chosen: 33 mm, 22 mm and 15
mm, as marked from the origin on the z axis. Bringing the substrate closer resulted in the
deposition rate increase. Furthermore the resistivity of the film was effected as well. Shorted
T-S distance resulted in a more conductive films. The resistivity was correlated with the
X-ray diffraction measurements, which confirmed a better crystallinity quality of the more
conductive films.
3. Pressure.
Another parameter that affects the deposition rate and properties of the films, is the
pressure. Generally, for DC sputtering, the operating pressure is limited on the lower side
in order to sustain the glow discharge. There is typically a pressure threshold that define
the deposition conditions. Using DC power supply, Sb2Te3 is observed to sustain plasma
only above 4 mtorr. Below this pressure no plasma is observed. On the other hand, the
collision of the sputtered particles with the gas atoms on its way to the substrate, will
increase with increasing pressure. Therefore an upper pressure limit is defined where the
plasma still can exist. The scattering of the particles become large with higher pressure
and cuts off the pressure limit. Our working pressure was defined experimentally and varied
between 4 to 30 mtorr. 30 mtorr is still not the upper limit but the quality of the material is
significantly changed beyond this pressure window. It is expected that the crystallinity and
the electrical properties of semiconducting films correlate with the total pressure. Generally,
sputtered particles have kinetic energy of an order of magnitude greater than that of the
evaporated particles. These kinetic energies will directly enhance the surface mobility of the
sputtered atoms and therefore the crystallinity of the films. On the other hand when the
sputtered particles do not have enough kinetic energy in order to support surface migration,
an amorphous structure of the deposited film is expected.
Another key property that depends on the pressure during the sputtering from an alloy is
the stochiometry of the deposited film. Although we are using stochiometric alloy Sb2Te3, the
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Figure 2.3: Deposition pressure effect on the film stochiometry and resistivity.
High sputtering pressure favored the formation of Te rich material. The Te
content gradually increases with increasing the pressure. The resistivity change
is a direct manifestation of the defects in the films sputtered at 10 mtorr and
12 mtorr. Deposition was performed at 10 W power and 46 sccm Ar flow.
.
deposited film composition is not always as expected and is very sensitive to the deposition
pressure and power. Elemental Sb differs in mobility from Te, therefore different energies
are needed in order to deliver each element from the target into the substrate in the original
ratio.
We performed a series of experiments of the film deposition with various pressure while
keeping other parameters constant. With the 10 W deposition power and 46 sccm Ar flow, we
changed the pressure from 4 mtorr to 10 mtorr, then to 12 mtorr. As we can see from Fig. 2.3,
high sputtering pressure favored the formation of Te rich material. The Te content gradually
increases with increasing the pressure. It is not a surprise that resistivity is significantly
affected by the pressure, since the stochiometry has direct effect on the transport properties
of the material due to the defects formation.
4. Sputtering Power.
The direct effect of the sputtering power on Sb2Te3 films also involves the effect of kinetic
energy of sputtered atoms and expected to result in the deposition rate. It is expected that
carrier density in the deposited films will increase with increasing sputtering power. In
our experiments, where we altered power while keeping other parameters unchanged, we
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Figure 2.4: Deposition power effect on the film stochiometry and resistivity.
The stochiometry is uneffected by the deposition power while the resistivity
highly depends on the power, therefore on the deposition rate. Sputtering was
performed at 4mtorr pressure and 46 sccm Ar flow.
observed that the structure of the films was changed from amorphous to polycrystalline as
the sputtering power increase from 10 W to 30 W (Fig. 2.4), which is in agreement with
the theoretical expectation. The stochiometry is unaffected by the deposition power while
the resistivity highly depends on the power, and therefore on the deposition rate. Using 10
W power showed giant sheet resistance of the order of hundreds of kOhms and amorphous
pattern in the XRD, while the power 20 W and higher resulted in conductive films (sheet
resistance - a few kOhms) with distinct XRD peaks manifesting crystallinity.
It was already mentioned that the change in the plasma density is expected to affect
the thermalization distance of the sputtered particles and consequently modify the films
properties and the films stoichiometry.
After establishing suitable parameters for the stochiometric amorphous film Sb2Te3 de-
position we performed series of experiments to estimate the deposition rate with strict set
of the deposition parameters. The results are presented in Fig. 2.5. The slope of the curve
corresponds to the deposition rate. The calculated rate fluctuates between 0.35 and 0.5A˚/s.
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Figure 2.5: Film thickness dependence as a function of the sputtering time.
The slope of the curve in the figure represents the deposition rate. The calcu-
lated rate fluctuates between 0.35 and 0.5A˚/s. The deposition was performed at
4 mtorr pressure, 10 W power and 46 sccm Ar flow.
Chapter 3
Materials characterization of
disordered films
After the film deposition by sputtering, various techniques were employed to investigate
structural properties of the Sb2Te3 film. These characterization methods allowed us to
evaluate sample quality and provided us with feedback needed to optimize film growth.
As grown, the films are amorphous. An annealing protocol was subsequently developed to
restore the crystallinity of the material, and therefore the electronic band structure and the
topological states. The electrical transport properties were measured along the way. After
the crystallization the films became polycrystalline with the grain size ∼ film thickness.
The stochiometry was first measured by the energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX).
The thickness was estimated by the calculated rate from the series of depositions performed
earlier, and confirmed by the atomic force microscope (AFM). The morphology of the sample
was determined by the transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and the crystallinity of the
material was examined by X-ray diffraction (XRD). Raman backscattering spectra were used
as an indirect metric of the disorder level.
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3.1 Structural characterization techniques
3.1.1 Chemical composition analysis
The first step after the deposition is measuring the material composition of the films, since it
is important to keep Sb2Te3 stochiometric. Previously mentioned techniques and instruments
were used to characterize the chemical composition of the films. Here we describe them in
detail.
Rutherford Backscattering
The stoichiometry of the sputtered films was confirmed by Rutherford Backscattering (RBS),
particle induced X-ray emission (PIXE) and Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX).
RBS data were collected at NEC 3UH Pelletron using a Si surface barrier detector with He+
ions at 2.3 MeV. PIXE data was collected using a Si-Li detector with H+ ions at 1 MeV.
Energy-dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy
Chemical analysis was performed by Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) available
in FEI Helios SEM, in the Imaging Facility at Advance Science Research Center (ASRC),
CUNY. Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy, (EDX or sometimes EDS), is an analytical
technique to characterize material composition within scanning electron microscope (SEM).
Using EDX, a material’s local surface chemistry is received in point or map format, with
a resolution up to a few hundred nanometers. In general, most elements of the periodic
table can be identified, though it makes it slightly harder to resolve the spectrum of the
elements close by weight. Such an overlap can lead to the misidentification of elements by
the instrument, requiring operator verification. EDX data is usually semi-quantitative in
nature, giving a sense of which element are more prevalent, and has an error within a few
%. Therefore we use additional technique, RBS, for the chemical composition analysis.
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Figure 3.1: SEM image (a) and EDX spectrum (b) of the 40nm thick Sb2Te3
film, deposited in 4 mtorr pressure, using 10W power and 46 sccm Ar flow.
The material composition by weight is measured as 39.9% Sb: 60.1% Te
The electron microscope supplies a beam of electrons, of a particular energy (we used 10
keV) , onto the sample. When the electrons hit the sample they lose energy in a number of
ways, one of which is through an X-ray emission process. Electron beam knocks off electrons
from material,reducing the atoms to ions. They will eventually reconfigure their electron
shells to minimize the energy, and an X-ray is released having an energy that is characteristic
of the atom that generated it. These fingerprint X-rays are what an EDX detector gathers
to identify the elements in the sample. Most elements have multiple characteristic EDX lines
throughout the spectrum (K, L, M lines, varying by emission energy).
The EDX spectrum of the Sb2Te3 film is shown in in Fig. 3.1.
Glow discharge mass spectrometry
Glow discharge mass spectrometry (GDMS) analysis of amorphous 20 nm thin Sb2Te3 films
was performed in order to ascertain the elemental composition of the material and eliminate
the possibility of magnetic impurities being present (see Fig. 3.2). GDMS was performed
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by Evans Analytical Group (EAG). It has detection limits in the sub-ppm range for most
elements that are nearly matrix-independent. In this technique, collisions between the gas-
phase sample atoms and the plasma gas pass energy to the sample atoms, exciting the atoms.
The atoms then lose their energy by emitting light with the atom specific wave-length. The
atomic concentration are determined from the intensity of emitted light. Sample atoms are
also ionized through collisions that then are detected by mass spectrometry. The impurity
content of all elements detected in Sb2Te3 film samples is mostly less than a small fraction
of ppm.
3.1.2 Film thickness measurements
Film thickness is one of the very important metrics of the grown films. Many properties of
the films are dependent on the film thickness such as crystallinity and therefore the desired
disorder level. There are various methods to measure the film thickness, which can be
classified as optical or mechanical. For our purposes we used both but mainly mechanical,
namely atomic force microscopy (AFM). We preffered this method since our films are only
of 20-50 nm thick and the patterned structures are a few hundreds of micron in lateral size.
AFM is a scanning probe microscopy with nano-scale resolution. It uses a cantilever with
nano-sized semiconducting tip. The cantilever can vary from 10 to 500 micrometers in size,
and is usually made of Si or SiN, and operates by sensing the force from the sample. The
resulting deflection of the cantilever is illuminated by a laser beam and then detected by
photodiode array,and a result digital image represents the topographic map of the sample. To
optimize the study of different surfaces, the AFM can be operated under several modes. The
most frequently used modes are contact mode and non-contact mode. The tip is vibrating at
a frequency slightly higher than its resonant frequency. The feedback signal gives the distance
between sample and tip, which allows the scanning software to reconstruct topography of
the sample.
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Figure 3.2: Glow discharge mass spectrometry (GDMS) analysis of the 20 nm
thin Sb2Te3 film, showing the concentration of the magnetic impurities in the
sample.
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Figure 3.3: AFM profile of the 23 nm thick Sb2Te3 film.The surface roughness
is measured within 1 nm.
In our work we used the Dimension FastScan AFM, located in ASRC, CUNY. Stan-
dard operating modes and techniques include ScanAsyst, Nanomechanical Mapping, Tap-
ping Mode (air and fluid), Phase Imaging, Contact, Lateral Force, Lift, MFM, EFM, Force
Spectroscopy and Force Volume. We used ScanAsyst mode.
The example of the Sb2Te3 film thickness measurements is shown in Fig. 3.3. The
cross-section of the film is shown, where a thickness can be easily extracted, 23 nm.
3.1.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy
The morphology of the sample was determined by the transmission electron microscopy
(TEM). TEM is an imaging technique, that operates with monochromatic electron beam
and use condenser lenses for focusing. The wavelength of an electron is described by the
de Broglie expression λ = h/mV , therefore better resolution (λ ∼ A˚) can be archived by
having faster and more energetic beam. The typical acceleration voltage in the TEM is
between 50 and 200 kV. The higher it is, the shorter are the electron waves, and the better
resolution. However, this factor is hardly ever limiting. The power of resolution of electron
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Figure 3.4: (a) TEM image of the Sb2Te3 film in annealed up to 140
◦C state.
Crystalline patches are formed in the film, but the material is still not fully
crystallized. (b) Electron diffraction image of the same film, indicating the
mixed nature between polycrystalline and amorphous matter.
microscopy is usually restrained by the quality of the electromagnetic focusing lenses and
by the preparation quality of the sample. Recently the TEM equipment could achieve the
resolution of from few nm to a few A˚. The useful magnification is therefore, around 2,80,000.
In our research we used FEI Titan Themis 200 transmission electron microscope (TEM),
200 kV, with TEM resolution 0.9A˚ and 4k×4k Ceta 16M CMOS camera, which is located in
ASRC, CUNY. The sample was prepared by exfoliating the Sb2Te3 film from the Si substrate
with a scotch tape. After the film was transferred into the TEM grid, acetone and ethanol
were used to rinse off the organic adhesive residues. Fig. 3.4 shows the image of the Sb2Te3
film, annealed up to 140◦C and annealed up to 300◦C. At 140◦C crystalline patches are
formed, as illustrated by the transmission electron microscopy image in Fig. 5.1 a, but the
material is still not fully crystallized. It is consistent with the electron diffraction pattern,
which indicates a mixture of polycrystalline and amorphous regions.
.
3.1.4 X-ray diffraction
The most direct way to identify crystal structure in the material is with X-ray diffraction
(XRD). It is a very powerful experimental technique in revealing the crystal structure of
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Figure 3.5: Schematic figure of the polycrystalline Sb2Te3 film. The crystal ab
plane forms θ = 30◦ with the z axis.
bulk solid microstructure of thin films. A lot of information related to the crystal structure,
including lattice constants, stress, grain size, preferred orientation of polycrystals, defects,
etc. can be determined from the x-ray diffraction measurement. For XRD applications, the
wavelength of X-rays used are in the range between 0.01 and 10 nm (1120 keV). Because the
wavelength of X-rays is comparable to the size of atoms, they are ideally suited for probing
the structural arrangement of atoms and molecules in a wide range of materials. The XRD
technique are generally applied to films thicker than several angstroms due to the strong
penetrating power of the x-rays.
Knowing the positions of the peaks 2θ, their intensities and the width of half maximum
peaks leads to a knowledge of the size, shape and orientation of the unit cell. We discovered
that sputtered Sb2Te3 films grows in preferred orientation. The crystal c plane forms 30
degrees with the z axis (Fig. 3.5).
The equipment used in this work is Bruker D8 Discover system with the da Vinci con-
figuration using a monochromatic beam (λCu =1.5418 A˚) and a scintillator detector with
analyzer crystal (HR-XRD), with CuKα rays with wavelength 1.5405 A˚. The XRD spec-
tra were collected in the 5–80 degrees of 2θ range. The diffractogram of the pristine and
annealed films are shown in Fig. 3.6 a,b respectively.
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Figure 3.6: The diffractogram of the pristine (a) and annealed (b) 20 nm thick
Sb2Te3 film. The bump around 2θ ≈20◦ represents the amorphous environment.
3.1.5 Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectra of sputtered Sb2Te3 thin films were collected as a function of annealing
temperature for various film thicknesses.
Raman spectroscopy provides information about atomic vibrations that can be used for
sample identification quantitative. In Raman scattering measurements, a monochromatic
light source is incident on the sample and scattered light is detected. The majority of the
scattered light is of the same frequency as the excitation source; this is known as Rayleigh
or elastic scattering. Very small amount of the scattered light with lower (Stokes lines) or
higher (Anti-Stokes lines) wavelength is shifted in frequencies from the laser frequency due to
interactions between the incident electromagnetic waves, and the vibrational energy levels of
the molecules in the sample. The energy difference between the incident and scattered light
is called Raman shift and usually expressed in terms of wave number λ in cm1. This shift
doesn’t depend on the frequency of the incident light. It is just a function of the properties
of the scattering molecule. The energy of phohons can be detected by visible or infrared
(IR) light.
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Raman spectra in our work are generated using 633 nm excitation in a backscattering
configuration with linearly polarized excitation. The spectra are recorded by fixing a hori-
zontal polarizer in front of the spectrometer and rotating the excitation polarization. 50 long
working distance objective with a numerical aperture of 0.4 are used to focus the incident
light. The power was kept below 2 mW at the entrance of the objective to avoid heating
effects that can lead to the crystallization. The collected light is sent through a set of three
volume Bragg gratings to attenuate the laser signal and then dispersed through a 30 cm
single stage spectrometer [76].
The width of the in-plane phonon modes sharpen significantly while the c-axis modes
only increase in intensity.
Sb2Te3 generates 4 vibrational modes: two degenerate Eg modes in which the atomic
motion is perpendicular to the c-axis and two non-degenerate Ag modes with the atomic
motion directed along the c-axis of the crystal. The as-deposited films have a continuous and
weak scattering spectra, all peaks are wide. Three of the four Raman peaks are distinguished
in the disordered state which is a signature of local bonding coordination. An in-plane E2g
mode (Fig. 3.7 b) is traced in two states- when the film is annealed at 100◦C and 200◦C and
fitted to the Lorenzian function. Because there are many sources of broadening, the signal
has a well-defined distribution, tending towards a Gaussian shape. Lorenzian profile works
well for solid samples, powders, gels or resins. Full width at half maximum (FWHM) will
be used as a metric of disorder in the crystalline state.
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Figure 3.7: (a) The evolution of the Raman spectra with temperature of a 20
nm Sb2Te3 film. (b) Schematic E
2
g mode. (c) E
2
g mode evolution with annealing,
fitted to the Lorenzian function.
3.2 Transport and magnetic measurements
3.2.1 Device fabrication for the transport measurements
After initial characterization, the films were prepared for transport measurements, where the
longitudinal and Hall resistivities were measured as a function of temperature and magnetic
field. Identical sets of measurements were performed after each annealing step, allowing us
to trace the electrical properties of the material as a function of disorder.
The patterned films were used for the measurements, since van der Pauw configuration
requires each lead to be on the boundary of the sample (or as close to it as possible). It was
achieved in two ways:
- prepattern the wafer before the sputtering by photolithography;
- pattern the film after the deposition and etch it into a desired shape.
Photolithography for prepatterning was performed using negative photoresist NR9-1000.
1000 nm thick resist was formed after the spin-coating at 3000 rpm for 40 sec. The stan-
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Figure 3.8: (a) The optical image of the patterned Sb2Te3 film. (b) Two possible
configurations to measure transport properties of the patterned film, described
earlier.
dard soft baking temperature was 150◦C. The exposure time by the UV light with 365nm
wavelength was estimated as 25 sec in order to archieve the appropriate sensitivity dose of
190 mJ/cm2. After the postbake at 100◦C and the development in the developer RD-6 the
samples were ready for the film deposition. The same photolithography procedure was used
for the preparing patterns for etching, except the positive photo resist was used with the
corresponding mask. To pattern the Sb2Te3 films into specific shapes required for transport
measurements we have developed a wet etch recipe using Aqua Regia. The etchant mixture
is 16% HNO3, 8% HCl, and 76% DI water. The etching rate of 3 nm/sec was observed, but
it can significantly depend on the quality of the film. The patterns sizes used varied from 10
to 400 micron. The cross-shape pattern, shown in Fig. 3.8 a represents the most common
pattern we used.
After the sample was shaped, the gold contacts were sputtered after the same photo-
lithography process for the contact mask. Gold was usually deposited by the sputter coating,
the thickness is ≥ the thickness of the Sb2Te3 film. After the gold deposition and lift off, the
samples were cut into small squares ≈ 4 mm x 4 mm, and placed onto the chip carrier with
GE varnish. Either a silver paste or West Bond wire bonder (model 454647E) were used for
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bonding gold wires onto the sample and to contact the chip carrier (Fig. 3.8 b).
3.2.2 Electrical transport instrumentation setup
Transport measurements were performed in Quantum Design Physical Property Measure-
ment System (PPMS) and Quantum Design Magnetic Property Measurement System (MPMS).
PPMS is equipped with a 14 Tesla superconducting magnet, has 1 mTorr of He gas and
operates in a temperature range from 1.9 K to 300 K. It comes with a Model 6000 source-
measurement units capable for three sets of four-terminal resistivity measurements. However,
it had to be modified in order to measure the samples configured with van der Pauw con-
tact layout [77]. Factory setup in the PPMS system could not handle very high resistance
samples. MPMS is equipped with a 5 Tesla superconducting magnet and operates within
the same temperature range as PPMS. Since the MPMS was not originally designed for
transport measurements, we designed an external measurement setup that can accomodate
both low and high resistance samples. In the reconfigured system Keithley 6221 is used as
both DC and AC current source. Keithley 2002 is used for the voltage measurements of
the sample resistances is reaching 10 MOhms. Another instrument- HP 34401A is kept as
a backup voltage measurement for the sample’s resistance up to 1 GOhm, since it has two
options for its internal impedance: 100 MOhm and 10 GOhm. For low resistance samples
AC transport measurements were preferred. Keithley 6221 provides AC current ranging
from 2 pA to 100 mA at frequencies up to 100 kHz. Signal Recovery 5210 lock-in amplifier
with analog demodulators was used having an excellent signal-to-noise ratio, and is widely
referenced as the benchmark lock-in amplifier. For the gatinf experiments Keithley 228A
voltage/current source was used as a source of the voltage ranging from -100 V to 100 V.
Hall measurements were used to characterize the carrier type, carrier concentration n
and mobility µ. The measurements were mostly taken by the van der Pauw method [78].
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Figure 3.9: (a) Vertical heterostructure of the Hall sensor based on high mo-
bility 2DEG in In0.15Ga0.85As. (b) Planar optical image of the chip with the
fabricated four Hall sensors and a Sb2Te3 film flake transferred onto one of
them. (c) The image of the Hall sensor, mounted on the silicon chip, wire-
bonded to the chip carrier for the magnetization measurements.
3.2.3 Magnetic measurements
Magnetic measurements were performed using custom-designed on-chip microHall sensors
based on In0.15Ga0.85As heterostructures (Fig. 3.9 a). Sb2Te3 films were first removed from
the SiO2/Si substrates using mechanical exfoliation technique developed for graphene [79].
The film flakes of ∼ 50 nm lateral size were exfoliated onto oxygen plasma treated PDMS
stamp and transferred atop one of the four identical custom-designed on-chip microHall
sensors (Fig. 3.9 b). Heating PDMS for 5 min at 60◦ released the flake on the sensor. The
sensor in Fig. 3.9 b and Fig. 3.9 c were configured in the van der Paw contact configuration
with the calibrated sensitivity of 65.3 mOhm/Oe. The background signal was recorded by
one of the empty sensors at each annealing temperature.
Chapter 4
Localization in strongly disordered
Sb2Te3 films
This Chapter introduces the results of the measurements on strongly disordered Sb2Te3 films,
where disorder ranges from extreme to the limit where topological protection is restored.
We start with the experiments on as-deposited films and anneal them in the consistent and
controlled manner to reduce the disorder level. First, we will be presenting data on the
films annealed up to 170◦C, past the crystallization transition of ∼ 140◦C. Films annealed
below this temperature were found to exhibit a similar localized nature in conductivity,
while further annealing above this point restored the diffusive mechanism of conduction and
characteristics of the topological state. We begin by introducing general concepts related to
conduction in disordered systems and discuss characteristic time and length scales.
4.1 Introduction
Drude model [80, 81] of conduction is based on the free-electron gas picture, where electrical
resistance results from scattering. In this model free electrons are accelerated by the electric
52
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field only for a mean distance λ, before they undergo a scattering event and lose their energy
[82]. This distance is called mean free path. The time between the collisions is known as
scattering time τ . Electron mobility µ = eτ/m is a parameter of the system that is not
carrier-dependent. With a given characteristics, such as electron density n, charge e, and
mobility µ, the resulting conductance σ = enµ. Then the average drift velocity of conducting
carriers is given by v = µE. We assume that electrons can fill up the states in the band
structure up to Fermi level Ef . In momentum space, the states at Ef form a Fermi surface.
Applying electrical field E then shifts the Fermi surface by momentum ~k = eE, where ~
is Plank’s constant. In this model conduction is treated as a diffusion process. In a cleaner
material, with less scatterer centers (impurities), the conductivity is expected to increase.
But in real material maintaining electrical currents through long, narrow conductors such
as power transmission lines and computer processor interconnects can often waste large
amounts of energy as a result of scatterers.
If the channel lengths in the system is comparable to or smaller than the mean free
path, then an electron transport in this small transit region is strongly out of equilibrium
and experiences few scattering events as it crosses the channel region. In the extreme limit,
electrons can cross the entire channel without scattering and thus propagate ballistically [83].
Sometimes the size of semiconductor nanochannels can be comparable to or smaller than the
electron mean free path but pure ballistic transport does not take place as some low-velocity
electrons reside in the channel region long enough to be scattered [84]. Therefore, transport
in these ultrasmall channels becomes quasi-ballistic, and as a result the electron distrubution
is significantly distorted comparable to ballistic transport [85].
So far we briefly described the concept of diffusive, ballistic and quasiballistic conduction
mechanisms. Now we show that introducing disorder in Sb2Te3 topological insulator can
tune conduction from diffusive to localized regime.
In the topological insulator regime with low disorder, delocalized topological electronic
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states are detected through the measurements of magnetotransport. We will track the
changes in longitudinal resistivity with disorder, bath temperature and applied magnetic
field. Next we will consider various aspects of electron localization.
Variable range hopping
A type of conduction in localized systems is a phonon assisted tunneling conduction called
variable range hopping (VRH). It was pointed out by Mott [86] that at low temperature the
most frequent electron hopping among localized sites would not be to the nearest neighbor.
Mott’s formalism reveals a clear insight to the processes involved in the VRH conduction
and derives the temperature dependence of conductance: σ ∼ T−1/4.
There are two different hopping conduction mechanisms: Mott variable range hopping
and Efros-Shklovskii (ES) VRH [11, 87]. The difference between the Mott and ES-VRH
is in the details of their localization parameters, density of states (DOS) and interactions
that manifest in the temperature dependence of resistance. In general, the VRH can be
characterized as
R(T ) = R0exp(
T0
T
)p, (4.1)
where R0 is a prefactor, T0 is a characteristic temperature and p is the value, which distin-
guishes different conduction mechanism. The hopping occurs between the localized states
around the Fermi level (EF ), therefore the electronic environment around EF is an important
consideration in determining the temperature dependence of resistance. Mott considered a
constant DOS and showed that the value of p is given by p = 1/(D + 1), where D is the
dimensionality of the system under investigation [88, 86]. Therefore in Mott-VRH, p= 1/3
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for 2D system. The characteristic temperature for Mott-VRH in 2D is then given by:
T0 ≡ TM = ( 3
kBN(EF )ξ2
), (4.2)
where N(EF ) is the DOS near EF and ξ is the localization length. However, DOS near the
EF is not constant rather, but vanishes linearly with energy for a 2D system[11, 89]. The
reason lays in the ability of the system to energatically overcome electron-hole Coulomb
interaction after the electron leaves the hole during the hopping from one site to another.
This vanishing DOS is called Coulomb gap (ECG), and the temperature dependence of
resistance still can be described with equation 4.1 but with p =1/2 in all dimension. The
characteristic temperature in 2D then becomes
T0 ≡ TES = ( 2.8e
2
4piεε0kBξ
), (4.3)
where ε and ε0 are the value for the dielectric constant of the material and the permittivity of
vacuum. Sometimes the disorder may be very high so that ECG is dominating throughout
all temperature range, giving ES-VRH only. On the other hand, it is possible that the
carriers may have enough energy to overcome ECG, which usually happens in low disordered
samples, which means the DOS is practically constant. In that case, only Mott VRH will be
dominant [90]. In real systems both mechanisms, ES and Mott-VRH, can be present with a
temperature dependent crossover from one mechanism to another. Additional evidence of ES-
VRH can also be collected from electrostatic gating measurements with a fixed temperature.
Here the electric field can play a role of the temperature, drives the hopping process by
providing the necessary energy. At sufficiently high electric field (high bias regime) the
temperature dependence becomes weak and the regime of field driven hopping transport
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takes over [91, 92, 93], where the conduction is
R(E) ∼ exp(E0
E
)1/2, (4.4)
E0 =
2kBTES
eξ
, (4.5)
TES and ξ are the same parameters as in Ohmic ES-VRH of Eq.4.3
In the Anderson model, described in Chapter 1, the electronic density of states (DOS)
within the bandwidth W would be constant, however ES hopping conductivity indirectly
proves the existence in DOS of the Coulomb gap.
Anderson scaling
The system size plays a key role in the physics of localization. The step of successively
increasing the system size dates back to the pioneering work followed by a paper by Abrahams
et al. [9]. It was pointed out that the conductance g(2L) of the solid block with a size 2L
only depends on one parameter- the conductance of the smaller block- g(L) (Fig. 4.1). In
other words
g(2L) = f [g(L)] (4.6)
Now we rewrite Eq. 4.6 in a form that contains no scales L:
L
g
dg(L)
dL
=
d log(g)
d log(L)
= β(g). (4.7)
Now lets consider extreme cases.
First- g  1 (good conductors). Hence the one parameter scaling holds in the form of
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Figure 4.1: Size scaling in a conductor with the lateral dimention L [9].
Ohms law:
R = ρ
L
A
= ρ
L
Ld−1
⇒ g = σ0L2−d. (4.8)
Therefore we obtain the following:
d log(g)
d log(L)
= d− 2⇒ lim
g→∞
β(g) = d− 2. (4.9)
On the other hand, when the disorder is very strong, all wave-function will be exponen-
tially localized. Then we expect the conductance to behave as
g(L) ∝ e−L/ξ)⇒ d log(g)
d log(L)
= −L
ξ
= log(g). (4.10)
Hence in the limit of g  1, the function becomes:
lim
g→0
β(g) = log(g). (4.11)
The visual interpretation is shown in Fig. 4.2. The dimensionality d also has to be
considered while defining the function.
We will show later in this chapter that the conductivity in the amorphous state does
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Figure 4.2: Plot of β(g) as a function of log(g) for various dimensions, where
β(g) = L
g
dg(L)
dL
= d log(g)
d log(L)
.
follow the predictions of the scaling theory.
4.2 Results
4.2.1 Charge transport in strongly disordered Sb2Te3 films
After initial characterization, the films were prepared for the transport measurements (See
Chapter 3), where the longitudinal and Hall resistivities were measured as a function of the
temperature and magnetic field. Identical sets of measurements were performed after each
annealing step, allowing us to trace the electrical properties of the material as a function of
disorder.
The longitudinal resistivity evolution of the disordered 20 nm Sb2Te3 film is shown in the
Fig. 4.4 a. The strength of disorder is controlled by Ta, the direction of the disorder level
is indicated by the red arrow. As deposited, the film manifests semiconducting-like proper-
ties: the longitudinal resistivity Rxx(T) of a disordered film increases at low temperatures by
orders of magnitude. As a member of the phase change materials family, Sb2Te3 material un-
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Figure 4.3: The lateral size L dependence of longitudinal conductivity σ obeys
Anderson size scaling [10, 9], indicating localization transition when the pa-
rameter β = dlnσ/dlnL becomes negative.
dergoes insulator to metal transition, around 130◦C [94]. The overall longitudinal resistivity
of the film decreases as we lower the disorder by annealing, making film more metallic. After
annealing the film up to 200◦C the film manifests the metallic type of conduction, where the
resistivity increases with higher temperature. In a low-disorder thin Sb2Te3 film, where the
topological states are recovered (see Chapter 6), the material manifests robust delocalized
nature of surface states against disorder at finite temperatures. But in the highly disordered
regime the electronic states are localized. Therefore at a certain disorder level the material
is transformed from a conductor to an insulator.
The strongly localizing behavior we observe in the longitudinal resistance Rxx at low
temperatures (below ∼ 10 K) follows variable range hopping law Rxx(T ) = R0exp(T0T )
1/2
of
ES kind [3]. In Fig. 4.4 b the fitting of exponential Rxx to T
−1/2 confirms that below 10 K
charge transport is by 3D variable range hopping [3, 11] for the strongly disordered film. The
films do obey the Anderson scaling (Fig. 4.3), where we investigate the crossover from the
linear increase of the residual quantum resistance to the exponential one, as a function of the
size of the system. We tested the systems patterned in cross shape, shown in Fig. 3.8 with
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lateral size L=20, 90, 160 and 200 micron. This parameter L depend on the longitudinal
conductivity σ and can be described with scaling theory, described earlier [9, 10], indicating
localization transition when the parameter β = dlnσ/dlnL becomes negative.
As we see, with strong disorder charge transport is a complex electron hopping process
that at low temperatures is guided by tunneling between localized states assisted by phonons
[3, 11]. The hopping mechanism continues to dominate transport throughout the explored
disorder level.
Figure 4.4: (a) Longitudinal resistivity Rxx(T ) of a 20 nm Sb2Te3 film under
strong disorder, controlled by annealing temperature Ta. Ta varies from 20
◦C
to 170◦C. Rxx increases at low temperatures by orders of magnitude. (b)
1/exp(Rxx) confirms that below 10 K charge transport is by 3D variable range
hopping (VRH) for the strongly disordered films, shown in (a). The color
code is as in (a). Shaded red arrows in (a) and (b) point in the direction of
increasing disorder.
In the next figure (Fig. 5.4) we summarize the resistance evolution as a function of
disorder we can reproducibly control by thermal annealing. Thin Sb2Te3 films undergo
structural transformation between amorphous and crystalline states, which is accompanied
by a huge (about two orders of magnitude) longitudinal resistivity Rxx swing, which will
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be further discussed in Chapter 5. The ES energy scale T0, a characteristic of the hopping
process, is tracked on decreasing disorder (Fig. 5.4); it is inversely proportional to the
electron localization length ξ [11], which we will be discussed in the next chapter.
Figure 4.5: Summarized resistivities at 1.9 K, put together as a function of
Ta. In the amorphous state resistivity obeys Efros-Shklovskii variable range
hopping law Rxx(T ) = R0exp(
T0
T
)1/2) [11], [12], with energy scale T0 characteristic
of the hopping process scaling with Rxx. As deposited Sb2Te3 films are fully
amorphous, but near the tail end of the resistive swing reached by the anneal
at Ta ∼ 140◦C crystalline patches are formed, as illustrated by the transmission
electron microscopy image.
4.2.2 Magnetic response of Sb2Te3 films at strong disorder
In a presence of disorder a finite population of singly occupied states below the Fermi energy
EF has been discussed as long as 20 years back by Sir Neville Mott [43], who considered the
effects of short range interactions on the Anderson-localized states of Fermi glass. A direct
magnetic response from randomly localized spins in such glassy state was expected to be
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weak and, as far as we know, has never been experimentally demonstrated. Our surprising
finding was a directly detected magnetic signal from the strongly disordered Sb2Te3 films
(Fig. 4.6 b). The Sb2Te3 flakes were indirectly exfoliated onto the custom-designed on-chip
microHall sensors based on In0.15Ga0.85As heterostructures (Fig. 4.6 a). We remark that
the observed magnetic response M from thin Sb2Te3 flakes depends on magnetic history
as expected in a glassy state [95]. The detected signal depends on magnetic history (field-
cooling vs. zero-field cooling)(Fig. 4.6 b), which, together with slow magnetic relaxation
4.6 c), reflects a glassy nature of the localized state. It onsets at ∼ 200 K, saturates at low
temperature. The signal eventually vanishes when disorder is reduced by increasing Ta. Ts
appears to stay the same for different disorder level; this suggests a presence of domains, with
short range exchange J between spins within each domain. At high temperatures domains
are small but grow and reorient in a field on decreasing temperature. This is consistent with
the onset temperature Ts being set by J . We note that high-T glassy behavior with a nearly
field-linear low-T response has been observed, e.g., in a site-disordered compound magnetic
semiconductor La1−xSrxCoO3 [96].
The observed effective moment per atom is significantly amplified by the large effective
Lande´ g-factor in Sb2Te3, where spin-orbit coupling is strong [97].
We emphasize that magnetic signal does crucially depend on the level of disorder; indeed,
the effective response becomes barely detectable in the crystalline phase as disorder in the
same film is reduced by thermal annealing (Fig. 4.6 b).
4.2.3 Spin memory in strongly disordered Sb2Te3.
Spin transport in a solid is different from that of charge due to the fact that spin-orbit
coupling spin is not conserved. Spin effects related to disorder in low-dimensional semicon-
ductors can be of particular import [98] when spin-orbit coupling (SOC) is significant [17]
and spin-dependent charge transport can be electrically manipulated to provide a platform
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Figure 4.6: (a) Thin Sb2Te3 flake was exfoliated from the substrate using
PDMS and transferred atop a microHall sensor. The scale bar is 50 µm. (b)
Magnetic moment per atom, m, in a thin Sb2Te3 flake. Left: m measured in
a 0.1 T field under field-cooling (FC) and zero-field-cooling (ZFC) conditions.
Right: m of the same film sample for three levels of disorder indexed by an-
nealing temperature Ta. It onsets at ∼ 200 K, saturates at low T , and eventually
vanishes when disorder is reduced by increasing Ta. (c) Stretched-exponential
time relaxation of the magnetic signal MTI(t) = MFC(MFC −MZFC) · exp(−(t/τ)α);
α ∼1, from a flake annealed at Ta = 140◦C implies a distribution of energy
barriers. It is slow, with the characteristic time scale τ ∼ 660 s.
for spin-based electronics [99]. In the localized state, where current-driven charge transport
is dominated by the hopping process [3], these correlations ensure spin memory of the elec-
trons hopping via localized spin sites. Predicted in theory [13] but not previously observed,
the effect persists over a surprisingly large range of disorder as long as variable range electron
hopping [11] is at play. Agam, Aleiner and Spivak [13] proposed a mechanism for negative
magnetoresistance in the hopping regime, resulting from dynamic spin correlations. These
spin correlations arise from the nonequilibrium electric currents and lead to the correction
to conductivity. In coventional materials this effect is predicted to be small and occurs at
magnetic fields as small as a few gauss and thus hardly observable.
Spin memory effect uncovered in our research is large; it originates from the presence
of disorder-induced localized spins and, as witnessed by the characteristically non-analytic
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negative magnetoresistance, is governed by the distribution of large spin g-factors that widens
with decreasing localization length ξ in a way akin to an assembly of quantum wells [100].
It lays out a path to field-tunable spin-dependent charge transport over a large parameter
range in the materials systems with strong SOC.
Now we consider magnetoresistance (MR) data taken at various levels of disorder. The
evolution of MR with annealing temperature is shown in Fig. 4.7 a. We observe that MR
changes rather abruptly from negative to positive at a certain disorder level as disorder level
is reduced by thermal annealing.
In this Chapter we concentrate on the strongly disordered regime (Fig. 4.7 b) before the
magnetoresistance becomes positive. The change in the longitudinal magnetoresistance Rxx
at low magnetic fields is with a remarkable fidelity impervious to the tilt of magnetic field.
It is relatively large and negative up to a certain field Hmax (in the Fig. 4.7 b Hmax ∼ 1.5T).
This field isotropy of the low-field dissipation eliminates the orbital effect possibility and nat-
urally suggests a spin-dominated mechanism. We should note that the system is absent of
the extrinsic spinfull impurities. With strong disorder charge transport is a complex electron
hopping process that at low temperatures proceeds via quantum tunneling between local-
ized states assisted by phonons [3, 11]. While most considerations of magnetotransport have
focused on the orbital effects, a recently proposed idea [13] takes note of putative nonequilib-
rium spin correlations in the localized regime created by the flowing current when electron
hopping times τ are short relative to the spin relaxation times τs. These time scales deter-
mine the magnetic field range over which spin-correlation-driven negative magnetoresistance
(positive magnetoconductance) ought to be present.
The idea is roughly illustrated in Fig. 4.7 b. When the current is injected, an electron
with spin S attempting to hop to an available empty site can do it in two ways: directly or
via an intermediate site occupied by a localized spin s . It may take several attempts for the
indirect hops to succeed and the return probability will depend on history, i.e. on whether
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the tunneling electron can form a triplet or a singlet state with s . For example, in the
absence of disorder a triplet state would remain so in the presence of applied magnetic field
and no reduction of magnetoresistance (increase of magnetoconductance) is expected. Under
strong disorder, however, spin g-factors will be spatially random so that localized spins at
different sites will precess incoherently and spin correlations will be destroyed by the field.
Accordingly, in a simple model [13] the change in magnetoconductance ∆Gxx arising from
such spin correlations should follow not a power law [101] but a unique non-analytic form:
∆Gxx(H)
Gxx(0)
∼ A
[
−Γ
(
−ds
2
)] 1∑
l=−1
[(
ilH
H??
+
τ
τs
)ds/2
−
(
τ
τs
)ds/2]
, (4.12)
where A = Gxx(H→∞)−Gxx(0)
Gxx(0)
, ds = 4/3 is the spectral dimension of the percolation cluster
[102] (which is the relevant dimension in the hopping process), l is index of the diffusing
spin, Γ(−ds
2
) is the gamma function ∼= −4, and H?? = ~µBτ∆g is the limiting magnetic field
range set by the hopping rate 1/τ and the disorder-induced spread ∆g of spin g-factors.
Let us remind that the strongly localizing behavior we observe in the longitudinal resis-
tance Rxx at low temperatures (below ∼ 10 K) follows variable range hopping law Rxx(T ) =
R0exp(
T0
T
)
1/2
– the regime where spin memory effect is predicted to be observed [13]. The
E-S energy scale T0 characteristic of the hopping process (Fig. 5.4) is tracked on decreas-
ing disorder by a well controlled thermal annealing schedule; it is inversely proportional to
the electron localization length [11] ξ which we will show controls the g-factor distribution
width ∆g. We remark that in this regime (at low T ) the detected magnetic moment appears
roughly ‘flat’ in temperature (Fig. 4.6 b).
In the variable range hopping regime, the fit of conductance to Eq. 4.12 for two states of
disorder (here at 1.9 K) is illustrated in Fig. 4.8 a. As seen in the figure, at low magnetic fields
the characteristic non-analytic behavior is accurately followed; here the ratio of hopping time
to spin relaxation time τ/τs and the hopping field scale H
?? were used as fitting parameters.
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The fits at different disorder levels controlled by the anneals at different temperatures Ta
are shown in Fig. 4.9. An excellent fit to spin-memory behavior holds within a large
disorder range from a fully amorphous state through and beyond crystallization transition
at Ta ∼ 130C◦; it clearly shows the low-field crossover at Hs = hµBτs∆g , below which the
concave-up filed shape associated with the spin flipping time τs is observed. Note that up
to Ta ∼ 165C◦ there is little change in Hs.
The ratio τ/τs strongly depends on the level of disorder (Fig. 4.8 b), with the hopping and
spin relaxation rates, 1/τ ∝ H?? and 1/τs ∝ Hs, in close correspondence with the disorder
dependence of Rxx all the way through crystallization transition at Ta ∼ 130◦C. The hopping
time τ can be independently extracted from the ES energy (Fig. 4.10 a), and, as expected
for the hopping conductivity τ increases exponentially on decreasing temperature (Fig. 4.10
b). This allows us to consistently obtain the evolution of the spin-relaxation time τs (Fig.
4.8 c) with decreasing disorder.
The obtained evolution of spin-relaxation time τs from the fittings is demonstrate in
Fig. 4.8 c. ∆g can also be calculated from the fitting, the evolution of the τs on the bath
temperature is shown in Fig. 4.11 a. It increases monotonically with temperature in the
VRH regime below ∼10 K. It appears to saturate at higher temperatures. Effective g-factor
also appears to saturate beyond the VRH regime, reaching the value of the delocalized (low-
disorder crystalline) state (Fig. 4.11 b). In this state an indirect estimate of geff in Sb2Te3
can be found [14].
The dependence of ∆g on the disorder, found from the fitting, is shown in Fig. 4.13
a. Hence the low-field spin-relaxation scale Hs =
~
µBτs∆g
can be calculated as well (Fig.
4.12); Hs roughly marks a crossover from the concave-up field shape associated with the
spin flipping time τs to concave-down behavior at higher fields, see Fig. 4.8 a. The magnetic
field scale Hs associated with spin relaxation rate 1=τs appears to only weakly depend on
disorder throughout the nearly entire disorder range of this study. We note that Hs abruptly
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plunges and becomes undetectable in the vicinity of Ta = 180C
◦. We also note that Hs
is very sensitive to the fluctuations ∆g in the g-factor. These fluctuations as well as the
effective g-value, geff , are in turn controlled by the strength of spin-orbit coupling [17],
quantum confinement [100, 103, 104] and disorder [16].
A natural question to ask is what controls the unexpectedly large (Tesla-range) field scale
where negative magnetoresistance, the hallmark of dynamic spin memory, is found. For the
material systems with small spin-orbit coupling where g-factor ∼2, the expected field range
would be in the 10−4 − 10−5 Tesla range. In theory [13], this field scale is obtained from
the competition of the magnetic energy of the spins, gµBH, and either thermal energy or
the exchange energy J between neighboring spins – it ought to be well below the competing
effects. Here, however, with large effective g [18], gµBH/kB ∼ 20 K is much greater than the
lowest temperature of our study. This brings us back to disorder-induced spin correlations.
Fig. 4.6 b shows that under extreme disorder the onset of magnetic response is abrupt and
at a surprisingly high temperature Ts ∼ 200 K. While the details of spin correlations in this
Anderson-localized Fermi glass clearly deserve further experimental and theoretical studies,
a rough estimate of J ∼ kBTs/z ≈ 70, using local coordination number z ∼ 3 [68] expected
in Sb2Te3, implies that here short range interactions between localized spins play the key
role.
Let us now consider g-factor fluctuations in a strongly disordered state. The g distri-
bution width naturally arising from the magnetoconductance data (Fig. 4.13 a) within the
model considered above is spectacularly wide at the highest level of disorder, ∆g ' 40;
indeed, it exceeds the effective g value of ∼ 30 obtained e.g. directly in the same topolog-
ical insulator family from the electron spin resonance (ESR) experiments [18]. Such large
g spread is uncommon but not unprecedented. Giant fluctuations of g-factors have been
reported in e.g. InAs nanowires where ∆g > |geff | and the effective factor |geff | is also
large [16]. Furthermore, in semiconducting quantum wells |geff | has been known to increase
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roughly linearly [100] with quantum confinement energy EQ as |geff | ' g0 +βEQ, where β is
a material-specific constant. Here we propose that in the strongly Anderson-localized state,
quantum confinement is enforced by the wells constrained by the localization length ξ (Fig.
4.13 b). In this view, a simple particle-in-a-box approximation gives EQ ∝ ξ−2 that indeed
fully scales with ∆g (Fig.4.13 a). The expected linear |geff | vs. EQ would then phenomeno-
logically set |geff | ∼ ∆g−α with α ∼ 0.1, with |geff | approaching the ESR-determined value
in the unconfined state, see Fig. 4.13 c.
Next, we survey the parameter space where spin-memory should be present. Our ex-
periments reveal that positive ∆Gxx(H), the magnetotransport signature of spin-memory
phenomenon, evolves progressively with decreasing disorder; it persists over a spectacularly
large disorder range nearly all the way through the crystallization process, but it becomes
vanishingly small at the tail of the crystallization transition where the resistive drop is nearly
complete. This is shown in Fig. 4.14 a. The limiting field range set by Hmax – beyond which
a standard parabolic (∝ H2) field-dependence is recovered – is unexpectedly large when
disorder is at its strongest, but expectedly falls with increasing Ta (Fig. 4.14 b) to pinch
off ∆Gxx(H) eventually to null. A clear visual of the field-disorder phase space occupied
by spin memory is shown in Fig. 4.14 c, where the strength of disorder is represented by
the confinement energy EQ. H − EQ diagram shows that under strong disorder (large EQ)
spin-memory region is restricted by H?? to relatively low fields, but when the system is less
localized the ‘envelope’ of the spin-memory space switches to Hmax.
The temperature range over which spin memory is evident is set by the VRH process
(Fig. 4.4 c). Within this range ∆Gxx(H) follows the behavior described by Eq. 4.12. And
although a small positive ∆Gxx(H) is also found outside the VRH region there is a clearly
discernible change in the field shape of ∆Gxx(H) which at high temperatures becomes nearly
‘flat’ (Fig.4.14 d). In this regime (above ∼ 10 K) both spin relaxation time ( Fig. 4.11 a)
and |geff | ( Fig. 4.11 b) appear to saturate, and spin-memory phenomenon is not expected.
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The typical field scale associated with the E-S energy T0 ∼ 10−30 K is in the 1-2 T range, in
close correspondence with H?? at low T . As before Hmax  H??, and in the low-temperature
localized state Hmax becomes the limiting crossover field (Fig. 4.14 e).
Both in magnetic field and in disorder strength, the parameter space where spin mem-
ory exists is unexpectedly broad. Strongly disordered regime is undoubtedly complex and
theory has yet to provide a full understanding of charge transport under strong disorder
conditions, particularly when spin-orbit coupling is also strong. It is perhaps counterintu-
itive that the gross effect of extreme structural disorder is to reduce low-field dissipation by
promoting dynamic spin-correlations, and that the key features of transport under strong
disorder can be captured by a relatively simple phenomenology. Indeed, the model we used
above sidelines the effects of the long-range Coulomb interactions [11] and the nature of spin
textures in the Fermi glass, which undergird the details of the temperature (but clearly less
of the field) dependencies of the hopping transport. The control of spin-dependent transport
arising from nonequilibrium correlations can, in principle, be achieved by using electrostatic
gating to finetune τs through metal-insulator transition [105], and by enhancing correlations
with a judicious addition of localized spins using currently practiced semiconductor doping
techniques.
Correlations between conductivity, total system energy, local atomic coordination and
magnetic response showed that the structural reorganization into amorphous state is driven
by the opening of an energy gap in the electronic density of states [7]. The magnetic signal
detected in the strongly disordered system, is consistent with the spin memory observation.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Field dependence of the longitudinal magnetoresistance in a
20 nm thick disordered Sb2Te3. It shows how the singular ∆Rxx(H) (a) evolves
with disorder strength. It decreases with increasing annealing temperature Ta
and vanishes at the foot of the resistive swing on the crystalline side of the
phase change. (b) Longitudinal resistance Rxx(H) of a 20 nm thick strongly
disordered Sb2Te3 film does not depend on the tilt of magnetic field (see sketch).
The reduced dissipation effect is large (a few %); it is observed below Hmax, the
field at which ∆Rxx(H) crosses over to the H
2-dependence (dashed line). Data
in (a) and (b) were taken at 1.9 K. (c) Cartoon of a model [13] for electron
hopping to a distant empty site under flowing current. The electron with spin
S may reach this site directly or via a closer intermediate site hosting localized
spin s. Random disorder landscape induces spatial randomness in the spin
g-factors and hence the randomness of local fields (grey arrows) controlling
the precession of all spins. The indirect channel will depend on the state of
s during hopping attempts and the memory of this state is encoded in the
transport of charge. These spin correlations are destroyed by magnetic field,
and consequently the resistance is reduced.
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Figure 4.8: (a) Field dependence of longitudinal conductance for two disorder
states shown at 1.9 K. A fit (solid lines) to Eq.4.12. superbly reproduces the
non-analytic form of ∆Gxx(H)/Gxx(0) arising from spin-memory in the VRH
regime. Inset: A zoom of the data at low fields; arrow indicates the spin-
relaxation field Hs. (b) The obtained disorder dependence of τ/τs, the ratio of
hopping to spin-relaxation time, is found to closely correlate with the low-T
Rxx. (c) τs increases by nearly two orders of magnitude in the disorder range
studied; it is a very sensitive probe of the phase change at crystallization, see
inset.
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Figure 4.9: Normalized longitudinal magnetoconductance δGxx(H) = Gxx(0)
measured at 1.9 K for different levels of disorder. The fits to spin-memory
behavior of in the main text is shown as solid lines. The fits were performed
using Monte Carlo algorithm. From such fits the disorder dependencies of
hopping and spin relaxation rates are obtained.
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Figure 4.10: (a) Evolution of the hopping time τ at 1.9 K with decreasing
disorder (increasing annealing temperature Ta). (b) Hopping time τ in the
VRH regime increases exponentially with decreasing bath temperature.
Figure 4.11: (a) Spin relaxation time τs increases monotonically with tem-
perature in the VRH regime below ∼10 K. It appears to saturate at higher
temperatures. (b) Effective g-factor also appears to saturate beyond the VRH
regime, reaching the value of the delocalized (low-disorder crystalline) state.
In this state an indirect estimate of geff in Sb2Te3 can be found, e.g. in [14].
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Figure 4.12: Disorder evolution of the low-field spin-memory scale Hs =
~
µBτsδg
is governed by spin relaxation rate 1/τs and the spread of spin g-factors δg.
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Figure 4.13: Distribution of spin g-factors and confinement energy in the lo-
calized state. (a) Width ∆g of the g-factor distribution P (g) vs. annealing
temperature Ta follows nearly exactly the dependence of the confinement en-
ergy EQ. Here EQ is modeled by a particle-in-a-box and calculated using ξ as
a box size. Note that in the amorphous state in the conduction tail states ef-
fective mass is strongly enhanced [15]. Inset: An example of P (g) calculated
in the strong SOC regime [16] for ∆g = 27. (b) A cartoon model of struc-
tural disorder which can produce an insulator-metal transition that comprises
strong Anderson disorder landscape riding on a long-range smooth potential
[3]. In the Anderson model, the electronic density of states (DOS) within the
bandwidth W would be constant. It should be noted, however, that E-S hop-
ping conductivity indirectly proves the existence in DOS of the Coulomb gap.
(c) Effective g-factor, |geff |, increases with decreasing confinement energy EQ.
We note that the sign of g for many semiconductors, particularly with strong
SOC, is negative [17], which is not distinguished in the experiments such as
ESR [18].
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Figure 4.14: Phase diagrams of the spin-memory state in strongly disordered
Sb2Te3. (a) Normalized change in the longitudinal conductance ∆Gxx(H)/Gxx(0)
at 1.9 K for different levels of disorder labeled by Ta. At low disorder the non-
analytic positive spin-memory ‘cusp’ transforms into a parabolic form when
the huge conductance rise near crystallization is nearly complete. (b) The
transformation occurs via reduction of the crossover field Hmax. (c) Phase
diagram in the H−EQ space showing the huge disorder range where spin mem-
ory effect is present. d, Normalized change in the longitudinal conductance
∆Gxx(H)/Gxx(0) shown for Ta = 150
◦C at different bath temperatures T . As T
increases the positive spin-memory ‘cusp’ grows and widens until the system
exits the VRH regime and enters the regime where transport is controlled by a
complex activation process. There, ∆Gxx(H)/Gxx(0) becomes smaller and takes
the form that does not follow the spin-memory behavior of Eq. (1). (e) In the
VRH range the crossover field Hmax monotonically increases with T , becoming
surprisingly large near the end of the VRH range. f, Phase diagram in the
H −T space showing the range of conductances controlled by spin memory. At
low T this range is bounded by Hmax . H??. The color scales of the contour
plots indicate the level of ∆Gxx(H)/Gxx(0). The crossover field Hmax (hollow
purple squares) and the hopping field scale H?? (hollow blue triangles) combine
to define a limiting envelope for the spin-memory space.
Chapter 5
Structural and electronic transitions
in Sb2Te3 into lower disorder state
In this chapter we focus on several transformations that Sb2Te3 undergoes as disorder is
reduced. The structural transition (amorphous-to-crystalline phase change) occurs at a rela-
tively high disorder (low annealed temperatures Ta). At lower disorder the material exhibits
hallmarks of quantum transition (abrupt change in the localization length and dimension-
ality of charge transport), still in a disordered environment in the crystalline state. Next
we survey the topological characteristics in the low disorder regime and discuss how Sb2Te3
reveals its non-trivial topological nature of transport properties and explore how disorder
affects the 2D Dirac surface states in TIs.
5.1 Thin Sb2Te3 films at high disorder
5.1.1 Structural transition in Sb2Te3 films
In the previous chapter we have introduced the results of the longitudinal resistivity mea-
surements and discussed the structural phase transition. Here we will discuss this transition
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Figure 5.1: TEM image of the Sb2Te3 film in three states: (a) amorphous,
(b) annealed up to 140◦C and (c) annealed up to 300◦C. The as-deposited
films were amorphous (a), the rhombohedral crystal structure of Sb2Te3 was
recovered after annealing at temperatures above the crystallization point (c).
Crystalline patches are formed in the film annealed at 140◦C, but the material
is still not fully crystallized.
in more details.
Let us recall that as deposited Sb2Te3 films are fully amorphous, and as the annealing
temperature increases, the films change their properties. This is seen by multiple probes:
transition electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy and electrical trans-
port measurements.
TEM
The direct observation of the structural transformation can be seen in the TEM images,
where direct crystal structure can be traced throughout annealing process. Here we show
three TEM images of the Sb2Te3 film (Fig. 5.1): amorphous (as deposited), annealed up to
140◦C and annealed up to 300◦C. At 140◦C crystalline patches are formed, as illustrated by
the transmission electron microscopy image in Fig. 5.1 b, but the material is still not fully
crystallized. After annealing the material at 300◦C fully crystallized film is observed (Fig.
5.1 c).
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XRD
Another proof of the crystallization can be obtained from the XRD measurements. XRD
spectrum of the 20 nm thin film Sb2Te3 is shown in Fig. 3.6. The measurements were done
with the syncrotron X-ray beam at Brookhaven National Laboratory (Beamline X20C) with
wavelength 1.29 A˚. In Fig. 3.6 c the evolution of the three individual peaks are shown; their
intensities rapidly change upon crystallization- two of them. Peak 1 and peak 3 experience
drastic increase in their intensities as the film undergoes through the crystallization but then
they slowly fade with annealing; on the other hand peak 2 only increases in intensity with
annealing. Fig. 3.6 d depicts the behavior of peak 1 and peak 2 in topographic map.
We should note that the crystallization temperature strongly depends on the annealing
protocol and annealing history. Since the XRD measurements were performed separately
from the transport measurements, the crystallization temperatures in both experiments
slightly differ. It took ∼ 30 mins to anneal the film from room temperature upto 350◦C
for the XRD measurements, while annealing protocol for the transport study was much
stretched in time. The results of the XRD scans are concurrent with the TEM images.
Raman spectroscopy
To characterize the positional disorder in Sb2Te3 films we used Raman spectroscopy that
followed the phonon spectra from an initially amorphous state across the crystallization
transition. A symmetry specific phonon mode renormalization is observed across the phase
transformation in Raman spectroscopy [76] used in this work, is consistent with the other
techniques.
The Raman spectra evolution of the 20 nm Sb2Te3 film as a function of disorder is shown
in Fig. 5.2 a. At crystallization temperature, at ∼140◦C, the in-plane polarized (E2g ) mode
abruptly sharpens while the out-of-plane polarized (A1g) modes are only weakly effected. The
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Figure 5.2: (a) Raman spectra evolution for the 20 nm Sb2Te3 film with an-
nealing. (b) Contour plot of the Raman intensity vs. temperature for the
(A1g and E
2
g 20 nm Sb2Te3 film. The in-plane mode carries are broad in the
disordered state which then reduce and sharpen upon crystallization while the
out-of-plane modes show a large increase in intensity.
further sharpening of the peaks are closely traced alog with the electronic transformations
manifested through the transport data. Contour plot of the Raman intensity vs. temperature
for 20 nm Sb2Te3 film is shown in Fig. 5.2 b. We note that other experimental studies of
the pressure dependence [106] as well as theoretical models [107] point to a correlation of
the lattice environment and the topological properties.
We monitored the full width of half maximum (FWHM) of the E2g mode as a function
of annealing. The width of this phonon mode sharpened significantly while undergoing the
crystallization transition, with FWHM sharply reduced. The FWHM of the Raman peak
and resistance of the Sb2Te3 films were found to be in close correspondence (Fig. 5.3).
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Figure 5.3: Full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the E2g mode and elec-
trical resistance plot together as a function of annealing. There is a close
correspodence between the Raman peak evolution and the film resistance.
5.1.2 Electronic transition in Sb2Te3 film
Metal-insulator transition
As all phase-change materials, thin Sb2Te3 films undergo huge (about two orders of magni-
tude) longitudinal resistivity Rxx swing, which in PCM literature is often called ’insulator-
to-metal’ transition. The longitudinal resistivity Rxx(T) evolution of a 20 nm Sb2Te3 film
throughout the entire range of the disorder, controlled by annealing temperature Ta, is
shown in Fig. 5.4 a. It increases at low temperatures by orders of magnitude and evolves
from semiconducting-like behavior into metallic with annealing. The resistivity drop is obvi-
ous once we summarize the resistance at low T (1.9 K) as a function of disorder throughout
the entire range of disorder (Fig. 5.4 b). In the disordered state resistivity obeys ES variable
range hopping law Rxx(T ) = R0exp(
T0
T
)1/2) [11, 12], with energy scale T0, a characteristic of
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the hopping process. After fitting the Rxx(T) to the VRH formula (Fig. 4.4 b) upto 190
◦C,
we tracked T0 on decreasing disorder (Fig. 5.4 b (blue square dots)). It closely correlates
with the longitudinal resistivity (Fig. 5.4 b).
The ES energy scale T0 is inversely proportional to the electron localization length [11]
ξ (Eq. 4.3). The obtained localization length ξ is plotted as a function of disorder charac-
terized by the annealing temperature Ta (Fig. 5.4 c). Here we demonstrate that ξ abruptly
changes at the crystallization (structural) transition. Blue data points correspond to amor-
phous regime, red data points to the crystalline. The derivative of ξ in the crystalline
state also changes at higher disorder level, pointing to the second (electronic) transition, at
180◦C. Beyond the electronic transition the transport eventually becomes diffusive when
bulk conductivity is restored and when the topological characteristics become apparent.
Next we estimate the Fermi wave vector kF , the mean free path λ and their product kFλ
in order to estimate Ioffe Regel limit for diffusive transport. Ioffe and Regel (1960) [19, 20]
noted that λ can never become shorter than the interatomic spacing a, since at that point
the concept of carrier velocity is lost and all coherent quasiparticle motion vanishes. The
condition is known as Ioffe-Regel limit and the criteria kFλ > 1 has been employed to define
the validity of Boltzman theory concept of conduction within this limit [108, 109].
In our experiments we estimated that the carrier mean free path of the disordered Sb2Te3
film is comparable to the lattice parameters (Fig. 5.5 a), indicating that the mobility of this
material system is below the Ioffe-Regel limit (Fig. 5.5 b). The value of λ increases with
annealing temperature and reaches a stable value in the topological regime. The change of
λ is concurrent with the localization transition.
The mobility values of the 20 nm film for wide range of disorder are shown in Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.4: (a) Longitudinal resistivity Rxx(T) of a 20 nm Sb2Te3 film through-
out the entire range of the disorder, controlled by annealing temperature Ta.
It increases at low temperatures by orders of magnitude. (b) Being a member
of the PCM family, a thin Sb2Te3 film undergoes structural transformation
between amorphous and crystalline states, which is accompanied by a huge
(about two orders of magnitude) longitudinal resistivity Rxx swing. In the
amorphous state resistivity obeys Efros-Shklovskii variable range hopping law
Rxx(T ) = R0exp(
T0
T
)1/2) [11], [12], with energy scale T0, characteristic of the hop-
ping process. (c) Localization length, obtained from T0 is plotted as a function
of disorder. Blue data points correspond to amorphous regime, red are in the
crystalline state. The derivatives of the ξ in crystalline regime indicate the
presence of a localization transition around Ta ∼ 180◦C.
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Figure 5.5: (a) Mean free path as a function of disorder (Ta). (b) kf l product
gives a rough indication (within a factor of ∼10) of a threshold for the diffusive
transport, so called Ioffe-Regel limit. Note that kf l ∼ 10 is still in the crystalline
state [19, 20, 21].
5.1.3 Magnetotransport and dimensionality transition
Another type of transport measurements that sheds light on the electronic properties of the
material is magnetoresistance (MR).
The MR change ∆Rxx(H) for the full annealing range of the 20 nm Sb2Te3 is shown in
Fig. 5.7 a. Low-field spin-memory MR decreases with increasing annealing temperature Ta
and vanishes at the foot of the resistive swing on the crystalline side of the phase change. The
reduced dissipation is observed below Hmax, the field at which ∆Rxx(H) crosses over to the
classical H2-dependence. The sign of the magnetoresistance flips from negative (i.e. charge
transport becomes less dissipative) in strongly disorder regime to positive with decreasing
disorder and at ∼ 180◦C the expected weak antilocalization (WAL) low-field cusp becomes
clearly articulated. The crossover between the negative and positive MR is shown with
dashed line. The ”transition” MR is found to be linear [110, 111].
The normalized magnetoconductance ∆Gxx(H)/∆Gxx(0)−1 is shown in Fig. 5.7 b. The
magnetoconductance for two states (at high and low disorder) is shown in Fig. 5.7 c, d. The
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Figure 5.6: The mobily values of the 20 nm Sb2Te3 film, estimated from the
Hall measurements, shown as a function of annealing temperature Ta
direction of the magnetic field with respect to the film plane was changed from 0 to 30◦ in
10◦ increments. As discussed above, negative magnetoresistance of the strongly disordered
Sb2Te3 film (here annealed at 150
◦C) does not depend on the tilt of magnetic field. Positive
magnetoresistance of the low disordered Sb2Te3 film (here annealed at 190
◦C) is found to be
anisotropic and scales with the transverse component of magnetic field µ0Hcosθ(T ).
We can map out the ”dimensionality” transition by introducing the characteristic pa-
rameter ∆R(θ = 0◦)/∆R(θ = 30◦), taken at a fixed value of magnetic field (here H = 1
T). When the value of ∆R(θ = 0◦)/∆R(θ = 30◦) reaches 1, there is no change of R with
magnetic field, and hence the observed conductance is of a 2D character. Our experiments
demonstrate that the 2D regime takes over after annealing the film at 180◦C, the same an-
nealing temperature at which the sign flip of the low-field magnetoconductance occurs. It
should be noted that both experiments were conducted keeping the same annealing proto-
col. We define the regime where the ratio R(θ = 0◦)/∆R(θ = 30◦) < 1 as 3D conductance
regime. The full map of the 3D-to-2D transition can be found in Fig. 5.8 a. The map
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Figure 5.7: Field dependence of the longitudinal magnetoresistance (a) and
magnetoconductance in a 20 nm thick disordered Sb2Te3. It shows how the sin-
gular ∆Rxx(H) (a) and ∆Gxx(H)/∆Gxx(0)−1 (b) evolves with disorder strength. It
decreases with increasing annealing temperature Ta and vanishes at the foot of
the resistive swing on the crystalline side of the phase change (a). The reverse
statement is applicable for the (b). The reduced dissipation is observed below
Hmax, the field at which ∆Rxx(H) crosses over to the classical H
2-dependence.
(c) Negative magnetoresistance of the strongly disordered Sb2Te3 film, annealed
at 150◦C for different tilt of the magnetic field. (d) Positive magnetoresistance
of the low disordered Sb2Te3 film, annealed at 190
◦C as a function of the trans-
verse component of magnetic field µ0Hcosθ(T ).
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can be completed by including localization length ξ, obtained from the VRH energy scale
T0 (Fig. 5.4 c). Our results demonstrate that localization transition is concurrent with
the dimensionality transition, indicating their same electronic nature. The combined phase
map is shown in Fig. 5.8 b, where structural (amorphous-to-crystalline), dimensionality and
localization transitions are shown together.
While negative MR in strongly disordered films resembles weak localization, described
earlier (Fig. 1.6) [6], it is clearly not the case under strong disorder. There, field isotropy
of the low-field dissipation‘quench’ naturally suggests a spin-dominated mechanism rather
than orbital effect. We argued that this change in the magnetoresistivity stems from non-
equilibrium spin correlations in the system. In this regime the confinement energy EQ
controlled by the localization length ξ was a sensible measure of disorder.
Figure 5.8: (a) 3D-to-2D transition map of the 20 nm thick disordered Sb2Te3
using the scaling factor ∆R(θ = 0◦)/∆R(θ = 30◦). The transition occurs at ≈
180◦C, once the scaling factor reaches 1. (b) Complete phase map of the 20 nm
thick disordered Sb2Te3. Several transitions occur: amorphous-to-crystalline
transition, 3D-to-2D and localization transition, as seen in the localization
length change with Ta. Here electronic states are delocalized, as manifested
through WAL in the low disorder regime.
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In the disordered crystalline state where the spin correlations are still present but local-
ization lenth ξ is very long, therefore it is useful to introduce a different metric of disorder,
W , in units of the bulk energy gap Eg, since Eg is reasonably well defined.
The conversion from annealing temperature to W is made through simple scaling formula:
W = Eg
FWHM − FMIN
FMAX − FMIN , (5.1)
where FWHM is full width of half maximum of the Raman peak, FMIN and FMAX are
the min and max value of the Raman peak intensity at lowest disorder and in as deposited
amorphous films respectively, Eg = 200 meV. Note that the maximum annealing temperature
we used was 400◦C, therefore the value of W has the least value there, while Wmax = Eg is
taken for as-deposited film. We obtain W as a function of Ta from FWHM of Raman peak
at each annealing step; this is shown in Fig. 5.9. We find the transition at Ta = 180
◦C,
where W = 13.7 meV. This corresponds to only about 7% of the bulk gap Eg – a disorder
level at which WAL is detected.
The longitudinal conductance as a function of disorder parameterW is shown in Fig. 5.10.
The conductance Gxx in amorphous film is low until the positional order is re-established.
The topological protection is restored at the transition point, at W = 13.7 meV. At this
point electrical signal is only from the surfaces while the conduction in the disordered bulk
channel is still low. Topological surfaces at the transition contribute G0 of conductance.
Further annealing of the films increases the bulk contribution to the transport signal through
the restoration of the positional order in the bulk, and the total signal Gxx becomes larger.
In summary, we investigated disorder-driven structural and electronic transformations of
thin disordered Sb2Te3 films. Structural transition was confirmed by the XRD and Raman
measurements; it occurs at ∼ 140◦C, while electronic transition as witnessed by the transport
data occurs at 180◦C. By measuring the resistivity as a function of temperature and field for
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Figure 5.9: Metrics of disorder W in units of the bulk energy gap Eg. The
energy scaling is obtained from by the formula: W = Eg
FWHM−FMIN
FMAX−FMIN . The max-
imum annealing temperature we used was 400◦C, corresponding to the least
value, W = 0. Maximum value of W , Eg, was obtained in as-deposited film.
different disorder levels, the following properties were independently derived: the localization
length, dimensionality and conductance. Each of them changed sharply at the electronic
localization transition. The sign of MR ”flipped” from negative to positive at the transition,
indicating the topological character of conduction below the transition point.
5.2 Thin Sb2Te3 films at low disorder
We have already discussed how introducing strong disorder in Sb2Te3 thin films can tune
conduction from diffusive to localized. In topological insulator regime (low disorder) delocal-
ized topological electronic states are manifested through the magnetoconductance transport
probing with observed weak antilocallization (WAL). Therefore we will use the same tool,
transport measurements, to analyze the topological properties. Detailed knowledge of the
quantum correction may provide a powerful tool for identifying topological surface states.
We trace closely the behavior of WAL as a function of disorder and find the disorder threshold
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Figure 5.10: Conductance as a function of disorder. The electronic transition
occurs at W = 13.7 meV, and the conductance at the transition is equal to one
conductance quantum, 2e2/h.
where it disappears.
5.2.1 Weak antilocalization quantum interference correction in
the topological state
Surface dominated magneto-transport has been observed in experiments [112, 113, 114, 115,
116, 117, 118] on thin films and nano-devices, where the two-dimensional quantum inter-
ference phenomena like weak antilocalization (WAL), Shubnikov de Hass oscillations and
Aharonov – Bohm oscillations were detected. These experiments directly provide the evi-
dence of topological protection in a topological material.
Weak antilocalization (WAL) is a phenomenon based on the quantum interference be-
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tween electrons executing forward and time reversed paths, when strong spin-orbit coupling
causes a destructive interference in absence of magnetic impurities or external magnetic fields.
In TIs WAL is associated with the topological pi Berry phase. The application of external
magnetic field will destroy the time reversal symmetry, resulting in electron localization.
This is captured by Hikami, Larkin and Nagaoka (HLN) theory [118] for two dimensional
metals with strong spin-orbit coupling as described below.
Description of weak antilocalization
Weak localization effect (WL) is the quantum correction to the conductivity due to the
interference effect between two wave functions with the same probability amplitudes.
In order to compute the conductivity, we need to calculate the probability of an electron
to travel from one point to another (Fig. 5.11), taking into account that it scatters off
impurities along the way. The scattering probability of a particle starting at ~P1 and ending
at ~P2 is given by the square of the absolute value of the probability amplitude and the
amplitude is given by the sum of amplitudes of all paths:
P ( ~P1, ~P2, t) = |
∑
i
Ai|2 =
∑
pathsP1P2
AP1A
∗
P2
(5.2)
In the case of the time reversal symmetry (TRS) is preserved, A+ = A− = A. The
probability of this backscattering becomes:
P = |
∑
i
Ai|2 = (A+ + A−)2 = 4A2 (5.3)
This is twice the result, obtained classically due to the constructive interference of the
probability amplitude of two time reversal adiabatic backscattered paths. This is one of the
few experimental observations derived with quantum mechanics. This leads to the electron
localization due to the higher chance of backscattering. This localization decreases the
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Figure 5.11: The diagram on the left represents the case when the two paths
coincide. These give the classical contribution to conductivity known as the
Drude conductivity. Weak localization concept is represented by the diagrams
on the right, where the paths P1 and P2 are the time reverse of each other. The
initial and final directions of the electron are opposite to each other, which
means this is a backscattering contribution that tends to reduce the probabil-
ity of an electron to travel through the conductor and hence it reduces the
conductance.
conductivity and increase the resistivity, creating a ”cusp” in the low field.
The weak antilocalization effect is the opposite from WL [118, 82, 119]. It occurs for the
strong spin-orbit coupled systems with locked momentum. In Fig. 5.12 two time reversal
trajectories are shown and in the event of the adiabatic backscattering they will rotate
backwards.
Since for each adiabatic backscattering path there is a time reversal backscattered path,
these two paths will destructively interfere, as long as TRS is preserved. This will result
in decrease of backscattering probability, and therefore in decrease in resistivity (increase in
conductivity).
The direct observation of the weak (anti)localization can be done by magnetotransport
measurements. The enhanced conductivity or decreased conductivity for WAL and WL
respectively at low field are the signatures of the quantum interference. The application of
the magnetic field changes the phase between two time reversal partners, and furthermore it
breaks time reversal symmetry. The critical (minimum) magnetic field to reasonably reduce
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Figure 5.12: Schematic representation of the electronic wave path, where the
quantum interference between two time-reversed self-crossing loops of the spin-
momentum locked Dirac fermions leads to the WAL behavior. An applied
magnetic field perpendicular to the loops suppresses the quantum interference,
hence WAL, leading to an increase of resistivity towards the classical Drude
value.
the WAL is:
Bc ≡ ~
el2φ
(5.4)
where e is the elementary charge and lφ is the phase coherence length i.e. the average length
over which an electron retains its phase.
It should be noted, that WAL characteristics can only be seen at low temperatures as
evident from the sharp dip in magnetoconductance at low field.
Hikami-Larkin-Nagaoka (HLN) formula
In the presence of strong spin-orbit interaction, where the WAL phenomenon takes place,
quantum correction to the conductivity in a two dimensional system can be described by
Hikami-Larkin-Nagaoka (HLN) formula (Eq.5.5), where the change in conductance can be
expressed as a function of applied magnetic field:
∆σxx = − αe
2
2pi2~
(ln(
~
4el2φB
)− ψ(1
2
+
~
4el2φB
)), (5.5)
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where ψ is the digamma function, α is a dimensionless parameter, Bφ =
~
4el2φ
is the
characteristic magnetic field corresponding to the coherence length lφ, e is the elementary
charge and ~ is Planck’s constant. The value of α signifies effective number of independent
2D conducting channels and is related to the dimensionality of the conduction process in
the system. For TI thin films the value of transport coefficient α should be equal to 1, a
contribution of 0.5 corresponding to each of the two surfaces (the top and bottom surface)
when they are decoupled.
This expression is applicable in the diffusive quantum transport regime in samples with
weak disorder and describes the suppression of the 2D WAL effect as a function of the applied
magnetic field. The restriction of weak or no spin scattering is imposed for the validity of
the formula.
5.2.2 Weak antilocalization detection in Sb2Te3 films
Let us consider low disorder regime, where spin scattering is negligible, i.e. τS << τSO and
use the approximation Eq. 5.5 to fit the magnetoconductance data. The full spectrum of
the MR was shown earlier in Chapter 5 (Fig. 5.7 b). There we will only consider the data
where magnetoconductance is positive. We analyze the data after the electronic transition,
previously found to occur at Ta =180
◦C. The values of α in Eq.?? are found to be small
below this Ta, since strong spin interactions control the charge transport, i.e. τSO << τs.
We fit the low field magnetoresistance data at 1.9 K with the simplified HLN equation
(Eq. 5.5) up to high fields i.e. B  Bc = ~/el2φ. The result of the fit for the Sb2Te3 film,
annealed at 190◦C is shown in Fig. 5.13. The values of α as a function of disorder are shown
in Fig. 5.14 a. α reaches ≈ 0.5 at the localization transition, consistent with one 2D surface
conduction channel, but then gradually reduced its value due to the strong signal from the
metallic bulk. The obtained values of the phase coherence length lφ for 1.9 K vary between
25 nm and 70 nm (Fig. 5.14 b). In strong disorder regime since the spin scattering time
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Figure 5.13: Fitting the HLN formula to the magnetoconductance data at 1.9
K in a 20 nm Sb2Te3 film annealed at 190
◦C. Range of the magnetic field
up to 0.5 T was used for the fitting, where α and lφ were treated as fitting
parameters. The fit shows that α ≈ 0.5 and lφ ≈ 50nm.
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Figure 5.14: (a) α plotted as a function of disorder (Ta). α gains the positive
values after the localization transition ∼ 180◦C. α reaches ≈ 0.5 at the local-
ization transition, when the film recovers 2D surface conduction channels, but
then gradually reduces its value due to the increasingly conducting bulk. (b)
Phase coherence length lφ as a function of disorder (Ta).
becomes shorter, the above approximation is no longer valid and the full formula for the
magnetoconductance has to be used [118].
Based on the full set of the magnetoconductance (MC) data we were able to establish
the quantitative threshold for the amount of disorder at which the WAL cusp disappears. It
corrsponds toW = 13.7 meV and is manifested through the positive MC, that at the crossover
becomes linear. The restoration of the topological order is found to be closely related to the
reduced spin correlations. This is supported by the changes in the spin scattering time τs:
as we see in Fig. 4.8 c, τs increases with reducing disorder, and becomes significantly larger;
W = 13.7 meV corresponds to a soft threshold of τs ∼ 10−9 s.
Chapter 6
Summary and outlook
The work performed in this thesis has been focused on the disorder effects in the topolog-
ical insulator Sb2Te3 thin films. We explored a wide range of disorder, from severe in the
amorphous state to low in the crystalline state. We employed transport measurements as
our main tool in this study to track the changes in the electronic states of the material.
In the strong disorder limit we directly detected disorder-induced spin response in thin
Sb2Te3 films free of extrinsic magnetic dopants where spin correlations dominate the trans-
port of charge. Localized spins control the hopping (tunneling) transport through spin
memory phenomenon as negative magnetoresistance distinct from orbital quantum inter-
ference effects. It occupies an expansive region in the field-temperature-disorder space but
is weakened by the restoration of positional order, pointing to a disorder threshold for the
topological state. The hopping mechanism continues dominating in transport throughout
large disorder level. Spin correlations are later suppressed by the restoration of positional
order (crystallization), implying a disorder threshold to the topological state.
By reducing disorder, the material undergoes structural and electronic transitions. The
structural transition occurs at crystallization; it is accompanied by an abrupt sharpening of
the Raman modes and a huge resistivity swing. The electronic transition occurs at 180◦C,
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with a strong increase in localization length and an abrupt change in the angular dependence
of magnetoresistance. The surface states are restored at this point, as witnessed by the
conductance value of one conductance quantum, without bulk signal contribution. The
material at extreme positional disorder develops strong non-equilibrium spin correlations.
The topological protection is restored by thermal annealing to the electronic transition. The
restoration of the TI states through magnetoresistance measurements is confirmed by the
restoration of WAL.
Future work will involve non-local transport measurements and electrostatic tuning of
the films. Non-local transport measurements [120, 121, 122], as well as gating [123, 124, 125]
will be needed to explore the possibility of chiral edge states surviving at strong disorder
[120].
Further experiments will be aiming at understanding the disorder induced spin correla-
tions and glassy spin dynamics under strong disorder. The effects of crystallization dynamics
(propagation vs nucleation) and domain formation on spin correlations will be explored.
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